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PROJECT AIM & APPROACH PARTICIPATORY
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IMPORTANCE OF EVALUATION

EVALUATION OF PROJECT - follow structure of the general thesis
(theoretical framework, partic planning, diagnosis,

importance of evaluation: not merely a technical exercise, but in fact
a poltiical and symbolical tool to investigate the achievements of the
state in terms of transparency, coherence, efficiency, effectiveness, and
quality of services (Cordoba, p206)

- feasibility

evaluation: why is a project a success or failure?
succes:
1. political dedication
permanent interest and active support of the organization
and people involved; coalition between different parties in which all
stakeholders and levels have compatible interests and take an active
role
2. simplicity of the design
well-defined objectives have a better chance of being
implemented effectively

DIAGNOSIS
INTERVENTIONS
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Main difficulty in the context of Greater Buenos Aires is the lack
of a metropolitan authority: for any plan on the metropolitan scale,
collaboration is required between each of the affected municipalities
including the City of Buenos Aires, which makes it harder to develop
overarching strategies. Although each municipality should obviously
have an important role in the process, a general authority would
benefit the process.

Next steps
Thank you
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Qustions?

3. careful preparation
demands an adaptation of the objectives and the focus points
of the projects to local and organizational conditions
4. good management
efficient planning, design and implementation form the basis of
a successful project
5. proper participation of involved actors in the resolution of problems
failure
1. Lack of funds
shortage of resources of the government
lack of institutional capacity in administrative issues
inadequate procedures delay the process
lack of political dedication
2. financing issues
delays give rise to overruns and reduce the possible scope of
the project
3. management issues in three levels
governmental administration
higher and intermediate level of project management
provincial and municipal level

FLEXIBILITY OF THE PROPOSAL
In all projects, flexibility is an important characteristic to be able to
deal with unexpected turns of events. However, when working with
informal areas and in a context such as the Argentinian, flexibility
becomes of paramount importance. In this graduation project, the
flexibility is achieved by ...

EXTENT TO WHICH RESEARCH QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN
ANSWERED AND PROBLEM ADDRESSED
WHAT HAPPENS IF THE RIO RECONQUISTA PROJECT DOES
NOT HAPPEN? WHAT CHANGES? PERHAPS SHOW THE
REGULARISATION ACTION PLAN AND INDICATE HOW
CERTAIN UPGRADING PROCESSES WOULD STOP SHORT

shortage of human resources with specific and general administrative
capabilities
inadequate systems of direction, accountability, monitoring, control and
evaluation
poorly defined organizational structures
political deficiencies in personnel (particularly the selection/
recruitment)
discontinuity in management because of frequent changes in political
system
Cordoba, p203-204

APPENDIX

EVALUATION & RECOMMENDATIONS

- problems/challenges
interjurisdictionality major issue in these types of projects - not only
between the different scales (national, provincial and municipal), but
also between the different municipalities for instance.
Rio Reconquista project forms an interesting framework since it has
secured support from all 18 municipalities included in the river basin
area
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SLUMS
Characterised by:
• lack of basic services
• substandard housing or illegal and inadequate building structures
• unhealthy living conditions and hazardous locations
• overcrowding and high density
• pover ty and social exclusion
• insecure tenure; irregular or informal settlements
CARACAS

source: www.sustainablecities.dk

INTRODUCTION

BUENOS AIRES

source: www.stateofthenation.ca
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INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS WORLDWIDE
CIUDAD JUAREZ

source: www.perkinsfirm.com/
Mexico_2009_1.htm

RIO DE JANEIRO

source: www.digitaljournal.
com/image/49082

NAIROBI

KOLKATA

source: www.skyscrapercity.com/
showthread.php?t=879834

source: www.fotservis.typepad.
com/photos/mother_india_
calcutta_var

BANGKOK

JAKARTA

source: author’s own
photograph

source: Enny Nuraheni
(Reuters)

source: UN-HABITAT 2005 - http://www.unhabitat.org/stats/Default.aspx

Percentage of urban population living in slums worldwide
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INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS IN BUENOS AIRES
Vulnerability of informal residents aggravated by:
•
•
•
•

marginality of sites (flood plains, pollution) (Soldano, 2008)
social and spatial isolation from the formal city (Soldano, 2008)
high socio-economic inequality (Pirez, 2002)
exclusion from urban decision-making process; local needs not considered in planning
(Janches and Sepulveda, 2009)

Polygon

Polygon

Rio Reconquista
Polygon

source: Berlage Studio, 2010

Riachuelo

source: Kozak, Urban Fragmentation in Buenos
Aires Presentation, 2010
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PROJECT HYPOTHESIS
Informal settlement upgrading needs to be considered in a wider framework of:
• integration into the formal city
• environmental interventions aimed at reducing vulnerability and risk
• larger urban developments

Considering local, municipal and metropolitan scale
and
considering both physical and socio-economic interventions
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POTENTIAL FRAMEWORK IN BUENOS AIRES
Existing Rio Reconquista Proposal by provincial government
2010-2016

Rio Reconquista

Riachuelo

25 m 50 m

0m

100 m

source: Programa de Manejo Urbano Ambiental Sostenible de la Cuenca del Río Reconquista, Subsecretaría de
Urbanismo y Vivienda, Ministerio de Infraestructura, Gobierno de la Provincia de Buenos Aires

200 m

1000m

1. environmental interventions
2. road and public space improvements
3. housing construction and improvements, incl. slum upgrading
4. local and institutional development
0
k
20
m

BUT: existing Rio Reconquista project does not include local stakeholders
or their demands sufficiently
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PROJECT AIM
Aim: to explore how a regional strategic project can be the carrier for local slum
upgrading and integration and meet both local and regional demands.
Two components.:
1. potential planning framework that
incorporates local stakeholders in the
planning process

FRAMEWORK

+ Potentials
1. planning
instruments

- Needs
2. physical
interventions

MY PROPOSAL

BARRIO INDEPENDENCIA

PROJECT
LOCATION

2. potential physical interventions into the
regional Rio Reconquista proposal
• that meet both regional needs and local
needs
• that reduce physical and social
vulnerability of the informal settlements
• that stimulate the integration of the
informal settlements into the formal city

RIO RECONQUISTA PROPOSAL

+ Potentials

- Needs

source top image: Programa de Manejo Urbano Ambiental Sostenible de la Cuenca del Río Reconquista, Subsecretaría
de Urbanismo y Vivienda, Ministerio de Infraestructura, Gobierno de la Provincia de Buenos Aires
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PROJECT DEFINITION
New approach for planning framework and physical interventions:

TRADITIONAL APPROACH

PARTICIPATORY APPROACH

existing situation

my proposal

Provincial
ProvincialGovernment
Government

Provincial
ProvincialGovernment
Government

Design
Design
ofof
project
project

Design
Design
&&
implementation
implementation
ofof
project
project

Municipal
MunicipalGovernment
Government
Implementation
Implementation
ofof
project
project

Municipal
MunicipalGovernment
Government
Design
Design
&&
implementation
implementation
ofof
project
project

Local
Localresidents
residents
Design,
Design,
implementation
implementation
&&
use
use
ofof
project
project

Local
Localresidents
residents
Users
Users

PARTICIPATORY URBAN DECISION-MAKING PROCESS
source: author's own diagrams
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PROJECT LOCATION: BARRIO INDEPENDENCIA

RIO RECONQUISTA (INTERMEDIATE) BASIN
lower basin

Total basin: 82km long (lower, intermediate and high basin)
catchment area of 1738 km²

BARRIO INDEPENDENCIA
INFORMAL SETTLEMENT
over 30 years old

intermediate
basin

5000-8000 residents

high basin

close to railway station

4 million inhabitants
source: author's own diagrams (right image based on base map by Berlage Studio)
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PROJECT LOCATION: BARRIO INDEPENDENCIA

•
•
•
•

University of Buenos Aires & Berlage Institute (Rotterdam) - site visit
Provincial Government of Buenos Aires
Municipal Government of San Martin
Local Research Group Barrio Independencia
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PARTICIPATORY URBAN DECISION-MAKING PROCESS
OBJECTIVES
• active par ticipation of local (informal) stakeholders

• increase local ownership over project

• clearPARTICIPATORY
understanding
of local
needs and PROCESS
assets
URBAN
DECISION-MAKING

• reach goal of ‘inclusive city’
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COLLECTIVE VISION
DEVELOPMENT AND
STAKEHOLDER COMMITMENT

URBAN PACT

ELABORATING ISSUES

Typical Outline of an Urban Pact
1. Preamble
Participants gathered in the present meeting recommend this Urban Pact for approval by the
Municipal Council
- Key events which preceded this meeting (e.g., earlier consultations, decisions)
2. Mandates
- Recall formal mandates and agreements, going down from international level to local level
(e.g., Agenda 21, Habitat Agenda, national poverty reduction plan, local development plan, local bylaws)

BUILDING COLLABORATION
AND FORGING CONSENSUS

COLLECTIVE VISION
+ URBAN PACT

3. Fundamental Principles
- Potentials and constraints concerning the development of the city (spatial, social, economic)
- Take note of ongoing initiatives (e.g., investment plans, new policies)
- Express a shared vision on the future (e.g., how do we want our city to be in 2015)
4. Commitment Package
- Specify the measures agreed upon according to thematic categories; this is the largest part of
the Urban Pact (e.g., to undertake a survey; to demonstrate a technology; to revise legislation)
- Specify communication mechanisms (e.g., further mini-consultations; awareness campaign;
relations technical - political officers)
- Propose institutional set-up (e.g., advisory board; working groups)
5. Resources
- List partners commitments to contribute resources (e.g., human, technical, information, financial)
- Describe intention to mobilize resources at different levels e.g. rationalize municipal revenues;
approach to external support agencies.

DEVELOPING COLLECTIVE VISION 1

6. Monitoring and evaluation
Specify timing and modalities for review of agreements (e.g., frequency of review meetings; need
to produce new version of Urban Pact: No.2, No. 3)
7. Approval
Date and signatures of key partners (on behalf of the consultation group)

FORMALIZING COMMITMENTS

3

PHASE 3

source: UN Habitat Participatory Urban Decision Making Toolkit, Nairobi, 2001
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PHASE 1

author's own photograph

PHASE 1

MAIN OBJECTIVES

OUTPUT

identify and capacitate stakeholders
increase local ownership and commitment
DIAGNOSIS
spatial analysis
stakeholder analysis

create a better understanding of key
issues

DIAGNOSIS
SPATIAL ANALYSIS

elaborate on issues to be addressed

metropolitan

regional

municipal

local

STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS
detailed stakeholder conflicts &
asset vulnerability
analysis
cooperation
assessment
COLLECTIVE
VISION
ASSET
VULNERABILITY FRAMEWORK
Definitions
Stake: degree to which stakeholders are likely to be affected (negatively or positively) by proposed interventions, and their resulting
interest in the project

Stakeholder Analysis of alternative Rio Reconquista proposal

Influence/Power: the ability to use resources which each actor controls. These resources are a source of power, including economic wealth,
political authority, and the ability to use strength and threats of violence, the access to information (knowledge and capabilities) and the
means to communicate. Power should be weighted at four levels: high, medium, low, or no power.

part of planning tools or of diagnosis?

Legitimacy: the recognition on the part of all other actors, of their rights, their responsibilities with relation to the situation and the decision
each actor takes when confronted by them. The method contemplates a weighting of legitimacy in three categories: high, low, or no
legitimacy.
Benefits: the loss or gain experienced by each actor on account of the results of existing actions or proposals. These gains and losses have
influence on the access to power, to legitimacy and to social relations. The method suggests the weighting of net interests (gains minus
losses) on the basis of these categories: high net gains (++), low net gains (+), neutral interests (0), high net losses (--), low net losses (-)
source: Cuenya, p87

users

local

high

low

YES: recognition and inclusion in decision-making
process, capacity building

high

no

-

physical (but relocation)
social: legitimacy

YES: recognition and inclusion in decision-making
process, capacity building

local

medium

medium

high

+

physical (indirect)

Centro de
Madres

CBO

local

high

medium

high

++

physical
social: legitimacy

YES: recognition and inclusion in decision-making
process, capacity building

Miguitas de
Amor

physical
social: legitimacy

YES: recognition and inclusion in decision-making
process, capacity building

20km

5

10

0

2km

CBO

local

high

medium

low

++

Escuela 33

educational
facility

local

high

medium

high

++

physical: better connectivity
possible extension

Sociedad de
Fomento 5
deNoviembre

CBO

local

medium

medium

medium

+

physical (indirect)

external

high

physical
social: improved neighbourhood
image and security

external

high

Parque Suarez

private
company

private party

land owner
lagoon area

unknown private
party

land owner
BI area

external?

high

external

high

implementation
maintenance

municipal

high

0

250m

PHASE 1 - SPATIAL &&
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++

high

--

attention drawn to illegal filling
up of lagoon: development of
site impossible

?

low?

--?

legalization of land
occupation

high

high

++

financial: waste treatment
process improved

high

++

political: stronger role for
local government, gain
popularity and support

diagnosis

external

low

medium

high

0

maintenance

municipal

low

medium

high

+

financial: extension
client base

ASHIRA
(waste)

maintenance

municipal

low

medium

high

+

financial: extension
client base

INTA
(agriculture)

implementation
Pro Huerta

national

low

medium

high

+

social: implementation
ProHuerta programme

ABSA
(water&sanitation)

implementation

provincial

low

medium

high

+

financial: extension
client base

AySA
(water&sanitation)

implementation

provincial

low

medium

high

+

financial: extension
client base

UNIREC
river rectification

implementation

provincial

low

high

high

+

financial: money made available
for canal and river improvements

management
state-owned
land
management
state-owned
land

national

low

medium

high

0

national

low

medium

high

0

Trenes de
Buenos Aires
S.A.
Subsecretary
of Urbanism
and Housing
Ministry of
social
development

land owner

external

low

medium

high

++

financial: extension
client base

project design

provincial

high

high

high

+

political: gain popularity
and support

diagnosis

provincial

low

high

high

0

Metropolitan
Foundation

diagnosis

external

high

medium

high

0

CONFLICTS

UNPRE
increasing productivity
public investment

diagnosis

national

high

high

high

+

Provincial
government

funding

provincial

high

high

high

0

National
government

funding

national

high

high

high

0

IBD

funding

international

high

high

high

0

POSSIBLY: inclusion into decision-making process

PROCESSES/PROPOSALS
green Rio Reconquista basin
new ring road
federal housing plan

PHASE 2 - COLLECTIVE
VISION & URBAN PACT

financial: more efficient
project implementation

PROCESSES/PROPOSALS
legalization of informal settlements
socio-economic programmes (e.g. ProHuerta)
capacity-building programmes
participative programmes (e.g. El pueblo propone)

(based on C. Moser)

ASSET

OBSTACLE

EXISTING OPPORTUNITY

AND URBAN PACT
OBJECTIVES
social sustainability: inclusiveness
economic sustainability: competitiveness
environmental sustainability

source: Lineamientos Estrategicos

OBJECTIVES
social development
economic competitiveness

LABOUR

source: presentation by San Martin municipality, San Martin website

OBJECTIVES
urbanize river edges
preserve and activate green spaces
improve access to & inclusion in the city

PROCESSES/PROPOSALS
natural consolidation of neighbourhoods
expansion of informal settlements
informal modes of production (e.g. cartoneria)
claiming public space
self-organization (e.g. CBOs)
OBJECTIVES
integration into formal city
reduce environmental risk
reduce vulnerability/poverty

source: Rio Reconquista proposal, subsecretary of
urbanism and housing

source: presentation by San Martin municipality, interviews local
residents, analysis

PROCESSES/PROPOSALS
linear park
new & improved housing
local & institutional development
environmental improvements
improved connectivity

PROCESSES/PROPOSALS
green Rio Reconquista basin
new ring road
federal housing plan

PROCESSES/PROPOSALS
legalization of informal settlements
socio-economic programmes (e.g. ProHuerta)
capacity-building programmes
participative programmes (e.g. El pueblo propone)

OBJECTIVES
social sustainability: inclusiveness
economic sustainability: competitiveness
environmental sustainability

OBJECTIVES
social development
economic competitiveness

HOUSEHOLD
RELATIONS

OBJECTIVES
urbanize river edges
preserve and activate green spaces
improve access to & inclusion in the city
source: Rio Reconquista proposal, subsecretary of
urbanism and housing

source: presentation by San Martin municipality, interviews local
residents, analysis

SOCIAL CAPITAL

POTENTIAL SOLUTION

- public transportation to formal city limited
to external access points
- lack of access to formal job opportunities

- cartoneria
- functional and spatial link with Parque
Suarez
- station nearby
- existing bus network in formal city
- municipal employment centre

- micro-credit schemes by NGOs to
stimulate small enterprises
- extend bus network into Barrio
Independencia
- extend use of employment centre to
informal residents

- lack of space for educational and health
facilities
- environmental issues such as pollution, lack
of access to clean drinking water leading to
health issues
- less effective waste collection strategy

- strong existing community-based
organizations (CBOs)

- improve physical living conditions
- capacity building programme
- health training
- literacy programme

- housing: lack of security of tenure
- low-quality self-built housing

- ongoing process of legalization
- possibility for densification

- stimulate home-based enterprises
- allow for extension of houses to include
small businesses or rental opportuniities
- provide security of tenure incrementally

- lack of space to allow for extended family
support networks

- strong family ties within the community

- provide spatial opportunities to increase
reliance on extended family support
networks (e.g. extended patios or
semi-public space)

- lack of funding and space for existing CBOs
- social segregation between Barrio
Independencia and surrounding informal
settlements and between BI and formal city

- strong existing community-based
organizations

- stimulate and capacitate local CBOs
- stimulate integration between different
informal settlements and formal city

source: presentation by San Martin municipality, San Martin website

PROCESSES/PROPOSALS
natural consolidation of neighbourhoods
expansion of informal settlements
informal modes of production (e.g. cartoneria)
claiming public space
self-organization (e.g. CBOs)
OBJECTIVES
integration into formal city
reduce environmental risk
reduce vulnerability/poverty

PROCESSES/PROPOSALS
linear park
new & improved housing
local & institutional development
environmental improvements
improved connectivity

HUMAN CAPITAL

PRODUCTIVE
ASSETS

COOPERATION/REINFORCEMENT

source: Lineamientos Estrategicos

source: own elaboration of Cuenya, 2006
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1

current
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residents 5 de
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San Martin
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Polygon

EFFECTS OF PROPOSAL

scale

Rio Reconquista basin

residents BI

direct involvement Rio
Reconquista
project

Rio Reconquista basin

role

local scale

create consensus on future vision

EXISTING SITUATION

stakeholder

metropolitan scale

STAKEHOLDER DEFINITION

municipal scale

NT
NT

PREPARATORY ANALYSIS AND STAKEHOLDER MOBILISATION

requires spatial intervention
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SPATIAL ANALYSIS

PHASE 1

OVERVIEW SCALES

METROPOLITAN

REGIONAL

MUNICIPAL

LOCAL

Polygon
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source: author’s own diagram
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source: author’s own diagram
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source: author’s own diagram
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SPATIAL ANALYSIS METROPOLITAN SCALE - summary
METROPOLITAN

REGIONAL

MUNICIPAL

source: author’s own diagram

NEW RING ROAD

PHASE 1

source: author’s own diagram

GREEN RIVER BASIN

source: author’s own diagram

LOCAL

source: author’s own
elaboration of base map
by Berlage Studio, 2010

POTENTIALS
+ increased connectivity due to
proposal middle ring road
+ governmental aim to recuperate
river basin areas

PROBLEMS
0

20km

0

20km

pressure on river basin areas
flooding
informalisation
social segregation and spatial
fragmentation

source: author's own diagrams
INTRODUCTION

PHASE 1 - SPATIAL &&
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

PHASE 2 - COLLECTIVE
VISION & URBAN PACT

PHASE 3 - STRATEGY, ACTION
PLANS, DEMONSTR. PROJECT

PHASE 4 - EVALUATION &
RECOMMENDATIONS
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SPATIAL ANALYSIS REGIONAL SCALE - summary
METROPOLITAN

REGIONAL

source: author’s own diagram

LANDSCAPE

PHASE 1
MUNICIPAL

source: author’s own diagram

source: author’s own diagram

LOCAL

source: author’s own
elaboration of base map
by Berlage Studio, 2010

POTENTIALS
+ strong landscape potential (especially water
structure)
+ existing Rio Reconquista proposal: funding,
interjurisdictional support, multi-sectoral
approach
PROBLEMS
0

river
canals
contour lines

flooding
spatial fragmentation
conflicting land uses
environmental concerns (waste, pollution)
(precarious) informal settlements

2km

0

2km

informal settlement

source: author's own diagram
INTRODUCTION

PHASE 1 - SPATIAL &&
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

PHASE 2 - COLLECTIVE
VISION & URBAN PACT

PHASE 3 - STRATEGY, ACTION
PLANS, DEMONSTR. PROJECT

PHASE 4 - EVALUATION &
RECOMMENDATIONS
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SPATIAL ANALYSIS MUNICIPAL SCALE - summary
METROPOLITAN

PHASE 1

REGIONAL

MUNICIPAL

LOCAL

BROWNFIELDS & SOCIAL
FUNCTIONS
source: author’s own diagram

source: author’s own diagram

source: author’s own diagram

source: author’s own
elaboration of base map
by Berlage Studio, 2010

240

POTENTIALS
+ considerable amount of brownfield sites
+ strong focus on socio-economic development by
municipality
+ extensive public transport network (bus)

potential
open space
school
hospital
public space

0

1km restricted

PROBLEMS
- public transport network does not reach into informal
settlements
- many open spaces within municipality have restricted
access

open space

0

1km

railway line

source: author's own diagrams
INTRODUCTION

PHASE 1 - SPATIAL &&
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

PHASE 2 - COLLECTIVE
VISION & URBAN PACT

PHASE 3 - STRATEGY, ACTION
PLANS, DEMONSTR. PROJECT

PHASE 4 - EVALUATION &
RECOMMENDATIONS
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SPATIAL ANALYSIS LOCAL SCALE - summary
METROPOLITAN

PHASE 1
REGIONAL

MUNICIPAL

source: author’s own diagram

SOCIAL GROUPS

STORM WATER
DRAINAGE

source: author’s own diagram

PUBLIC SPACE WITHIN
500M

+
+
+
+

ASENTAMIENTO
‘BARRIO CERRADO’

source: author’s own diagram

LOCAL

source: author’s own
elaboration of base map
by Berlage Studio, 2010

POTENTIALS
strong social networks and
organisations within community
in process of legalisation
functional links with formal city
continuation of urban block
structure

EUCALIPTO
BARRIO
INDEPENDENCIA
3 DE
JULIO

-

5 DE NOVIEMBRE

storm
water
drainage

informal
neighbourhood
water drainage system

public space with 500m radius

flood
zone

N

informal social group
formal social group

paving

INTRODUCTION

water drainage system

formal
neighbourhood
public space with 500m radius

N

informal social group
formal social group

0

250 m

PHASE 1 - SPATIAL &&
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

250 m

-

public space with 500m radius

formal public
space within
500m radius
paving

paving

0

informal public
space within
500m radius

PROBLEMS
flooding
pollution
lack of public space
lack of space for existing social
facilities
spatial fragmentation and social
segregation between communities
high 0density
within blocks
250m

PHASE 2 - COLLECTIVE
VISION & URBAN PACT

N

0

0

250m
250 m

PHASE 3 - STRATEGY, ACTION
PLANS, DEMONSTR. PROJECT

source: author’s own diagram based on base
map by Berlage Studio, 2010
PHASE 4 - EVALUATION &
RECOMMENDATIONS
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STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

PHASE 1

Stakeholders: ‘those whose interests are affected by the issue or those
whose activities strongly affect the issue; who possess information.
resources, exper tise and implementation resources’ (UN-Habitat, 2001)

stakeholder analysis

Definitions
Stake: degree to which stakeholders are likely to be affected (negatively or positively) by proposed interventions, and their resulting
interest in the project

Stakeholder Analysis of alternative Rio Reconquista proposal

Legitimacy: the recognition on the part of all other actors, of their rights, their responsibilities with relation to the situation and the decision
each actor takes when confronted by them. The method contemplates a weighting of legitimacy in three categories: high, low, or no
legitimacy.
Benefits: the loss or gain experienced by each actor on account of the results of existing actions or proposals. These gains and losses have
influence on the access to power, to legitimacy and to social relations. The method suggests the weighting of net interests (gains minus
losses) on the basis of these categories: high net gains (++), low net gains (+), neutral interests (0), high net losses (--), low net losses (-)
source: Cuenya, p87

STRUCTURE
National Government
FUNDING

FUNDING
$

National Government

Funding
Inter-American Development Bank
(IBD)

PROJECT DESIGN

ANALYSIS
Ministery of Economics and
Public Finances

Provincial Government

Funding

$

-> Diagnosis

$

Census Rio Reconquista Basin

ADMINISTRATION +
PLAN DEVELOPMENT

$

Provincial Organization of Sustainable
Development (OPDS)

1. Environmental interventions

1. Environmental interventions

STAKEHOLDER DEFINITION

Ministery of Infrastructure
Subsecretary of Urbanism & Housing

Ministery of Infrastructure
Subsecretary of Urbanism & Housing

Diagnosis Rio Reconquista Basin

Local implementation (minor role)

water and drainage system providers

Committee of the Rio Reconquista basin
(COMIREC)

National Organization of the
Administration of goods (ONABE)

Local residents

management of state-owned land

COVELIA

cleaning and waste collection company

National organization of the administration
of railway goods (ONABIEF)

formulation of environmental policies
for river basin

management of state-owned railway
land

National Institute of Agricultural
Technology (INTA)

Ecological Coordination Society of the State
Metropolitan Area (CEAMSE)

Pro-Huerta programme in collaboration
with San Martin municipality

Waste treatment and management

executing railway services

no

medium

medium

Centro de
Madres

CBO

local

high

medium

Miguitas de
Amor

CBO

local

high

medium

Escuela 33

educational
facility

local

high

medium

Sociedad de
Fomento 5
deNoviembre

CBO

local

medium

medium

medium

Parque Suarez

private
company

external

high

high

private party

land owner
lagoon area

unknown private
party

PROCESSES/PROPOSALS
green Rio Reconquista basin
new ring road
federal housing plan

Parque Suarez Industrial Park

Community organizations

Universidad de Buenos Aires

Sociedad de Fomento 5 de Noviembre
Bomberos Voluntarios de Villa Ballester
(formal neighbourhood)

source: Lineamientos Estrategicos

San Martin Municipality

Unknown private party

Secretary of Social Development
Secretary of Public Works
Secretary of Public Services
Secretary of Government
Secretary of Commerce and Industry
Secretary of Health

Private party

YES: recognition and inclusion in decision-making
process, capacity building

physical (indirect)

high

++

physical
social: legitimacy

YES: recognition and inclusion in decision-making
process, capacity building

low

++

physical
social: legitimacy

YES: recognition and inclusion in decision-making
process, capacity building

high

++

physical: better connectivity
possible extension

+

physical (indirect)

high

++

physical
social: improved neighbourhood
image and security

high

--

attention drawn to illegal filling
up of lagoon: development of
site impossible

low?

--?

legalization of land
occupation

high

++

financial: waste treatment
process improved

high

++

political: stronger role for
local government, gain
popularity and support

medium

high

0

low

medium

high

+

financial: extension
client base

low

medium

high

+

financial: extension
client base

low

medium

high

+

social: implementation
ProHuerta programme

low

medium

high

+

financial: extension
client base

provincial

low

medium

high

+

financial: extension
client base

provincial

low

high

high

+

financial: money made available
for canal and river improvements

national

high

Universidad de
Buenos Aires

diagnosis

external

low

COVELIA
(waste)

maintenance

municipal

ASHIRA
(waste)

maintenance

municipal

INTA
(agriculture)

implementation
Pro Huerta

national

ABSA
(water&sanitation)

implementation

provincial

AySA
(water&sanitation)

implementation

UNIREC
river rectification

implementation

(in terms of political
authority)

PROCESSES/PROPOSALS
legalization of informal settlements
socio-economic programmes (e.g. ProHuerta)
capacity-building programmes
participative programmes (e.g. El pueblo propone)
OBJECTIVES
social development
economic competitiveness

low

medium

high

0

national

low

medium

high

0

land owner

external

low

medium

high

++

financial: extension
client base

Subsecretary
of Urbanism
and Housing
Ministry of
social
development

project design

provincial

high

high

high

+

political: gain popularity
and support

diagnosis

provincial

low

high

high

0

Metropolitan
Foundation

diagnosis

external

high

medium

high

0

UNPRE
increasing productivity
public investment

diagnosis

national

high

high

high

+

Provincial
government

funding

provincial

high

high

high

0

National
government

funding

national

high

high

high

0

IBD

funding

international

high

high

high

0

PROCESSES/PROPOSALS
linear park

source: own elaboration of Cuenya, 2006

preserve and activate green spaces
improve access to & inclusion in the city

source: Rio Reconquista proposal, subsecretary of
MUNICIPALITIESurbanism and housing
Administrative structure:
Secretaries - answering to provincial
government

POSSIBLY: inclusion into decision-making process

source: presentation by San Martin municipality, San Martin website

financial: more efficient
project implementation

PROCESSES/PROPOSALS
natural consolidation of neighbourhoods
expansion of informal settlements
informal modes of production (e.g. cartoneria)
claiming public space
self-organization (e.g. CBOs)
OBJECTIVES
integration into formal city
reduce environmental risk
reduce vulnerability/poverty

local scale

Rio Reconquista basin

YES: recognition and inclusion in decision-making
process, capacity building

physical (but relocation)
social: legitimacy

+

high

high

management
state-owned
land
management
state-owned
land

type of
gains/losses
physical
social: legitimacy

-

high

?

high

external
municipal

Administrative structure:
OBJECTIVES
Ministeries
On same decision
level as province
urbanize
river -edges
directly answering to national state

conflicts & cooperation

benefits: net
gains/losses
++

no

(no recognition
by municipality)

high

high

external?

implementation
maintenance

Research Group Barrio Independencia

Land owner lagoon area

low

medium

external

land owner
BI area

San Martin
municipality

OBJECTIVES
ONABE
social sustainability: inclusiveness
ONABIEF
economic sustainability: competitiveness
Trenes de
Buenos Aires
environmental sustainability
S.A.

Interest in improving B. Independencia

Centro de Madres de Independencia
Miguitas de Amor
Primary school Escuela 33
(Barrio Independencia)

ASHIRA

source: presentation by San Martin municipality, interviews local
residents, analysis

COOPERATION/REINFORCEMENT

CONFLICTS
PROVINCE OF BUENOS AIRES

REGION OF BUENOS AIRES

OBJECTIVES
social sustainability: inclusiveness
economic sustainability: competitiveness
environmental sustainability

CITY OF BUENOS AIRES

PROCESSES/PROPOSALS
green Rio Reconquista basin
new ring road
federal housing plan

PROCESSES/PROPOSALS
legalization of informal settlements
socio-economic programmes (e.g. ProHuerta)
capacity-building programmes
participative programmes (e.g. El pueblo propone)

OBJECTIVES
social development
economic competitiveness

OBJECTIVES
social sustainability: inclusiveness
economic sustainability: competitiveness
environmental sustainability

OBJECTIVES
social development
economic competitiveness

source: Lineamientos Estrategicos

source: presentation by San Martin municipality, San Martin website

source: presentation by San Martin municipality, interviews local
residents, analysis

source: presentation by San Martin municipality, San Martin website

OBJECTIVES
urbanize river edges
preserve and activate green spaces
improve access to & inclusion in the city

PROCESSES/PROPOSALS
natural consolidation of neighbourhoods
expansion of informal settlements
informal modes of production (e.g. cartoneria)
claiming public space
self-organization (e.g. CBOs)
OBJECTIVES
integration into formal city
reduce environmental risk
reduce vulnerability/poverty

source: Rio Reconquista proposal, subsecretary of
urbanism and housing

source: presentation by San Martin municipality, interviews local
residents, analysis

PROCESSES/PROPOSALS
linear park
new & improved housing
local & institutional development
environmental improvements
improved connectivity

local scale

source: Rio Reconquista proposal, subsecretary of
urbanism and housing

new & improved housing
local & institutional development
environmental improvements
improved connectivity

local scale

OBJECTIVES
urbanize river edges
preserve and activate green spaces
improve access to & inclusion in the city

PROCESSES/PROPOSALS
natural consolidation of neighbourhoods
expansion of informal settlements
informal modes of production (e.g. cartoneria)
claiming public space
self-organization (e.g. CBOs)
OBJECTIVES
integration into formal city
reduce environmental risk
reduce vulnerability/poverty

PROCESSES/PROPOSALS
linear park

Rio Reconquista basin

source: Lineamientos Estrategicos

GREATER BUENOS AIRES

PROCESSES/PROPOSALS
legalization of informal settlements
AREA METROPOLITANA
DE (e.g. ProHuerta)CIUDAD AUTONOMA DE
socio-economic
programmes
BUENOS AIRES (AMBA)
BUENOS AIRES (CABA)
capacity-building
programmes
participative programmes (e.g. El pueblo propone)

municipal scale

NOT AN ADMINISTRATIVE BOUNDARY,
ONLY GEOGRAPHICAL

municipal scale

PROCESSES/PROPOSALS
green Rio Reconquista basin
new ring road
federal housing plan

metropolitan scale

ARGENTINA

metropolitan scale

high

local

Trenes de Buenos Aires S.A. (Linea Mitre)

Users

VARIOUS ROLES

Rio Reconquista basin

local

neighbours

current
current
influence/power legitimacy

municipal scale

Aguas y Saniamientos Argentinos
(AySA)

Coordination Unit of the Rio Reconquista
Project (UNIREC)

previous rectification project (1994-2002)

metropolitan scale

Aguas Bonaerenses S.A. (ABSA)

new & improved housing
local & institutional development
environmental improvements
connectivity
CITY OF BUENOSimproved
AIRES

Residents Barrio Independencia
Residents San Martin
municipality
Centro de Madres y Familias

users

residents 5 de
Noviembre

BARRIO INDEPENDENCIA STAKEHOLDERS

OTHER STAKEHOLDERS

Land owner BI area

Civil Society

residents 3
de Julio

CONFLICTS

ADMINISTRATIVE BOUNDARIES

Municipality of San Martin
Provincial Government of Buenos Aires

low

CEAMSE

cleaning and waste collection company

Public

high

RIO RECONQUISTA PROPOSAL

water and drainage system providers

External (private)
Organizations

local

18 Municipalities

Municipalities

Local Level

users

Metropolitan Foundation

IMPLEMENTATION

USERS AND CBO’S

scale

residents BI

IMPLEMENTATION

ACTION REQUIRED?
(high stake, low-medium influence, low
or no legitimacy)

EFFECTS OF PROPOSAL

role

stake

PROJECT DESIGN

2. Roads and public spaces
3. Neighbourhood & housing
improvement
4. Local and institutional
Development

EXISTING SITUATION

direct involvement Rio
Reconquista
project

stakeholder

FUNDING

RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS

2. Roads and public spaces
3. Neighbourhood & housing
improvement
4. Local and institutional
Development

Ministery of Social Development

ROLES

IMPLEMENTATION

Provincial Organization of Sustainable
Development (OPDS)

UNPRE: programme for increasing
productivity of public investments

Funding

Provincial
Government

SOME STAKEHOLDERS IN THE RIO RECONQUISTA PROPOSAL

Influence/Power: the ability to use resources which each actor controls. These resources are a source of power, including economic wealth,
political authority, and the ability to use strength and threats of violence, the access to information (knowledge and capabilities) and the
means to communicate. Power should be weighted at four levels: high, medium, low, or no power.

part of planning tools or of diagnosis?

COOPERATION/REINFORCEMENT
PROCESSES/PROPOSALS
green Rio Reconquista basin
new ring road
federal housing plan

PROCESSES/PROPOSALS
legalization of informal settlements
socio-economic programmes (e.g. ProHuerta)
capacity-building programmes
participative programmes (e.g. El pueblo propone)

metropolitan scale

OBJECTIVES
social sustainability: inclusiveness
economic sustainability: competitiveness
environmental sustainability

ASSET
source: Lineamientos Estrategicos

- public transportation to formal city limited
to external access points
PROCESSES/PROPOSALS - lack of access to formal job opportunities

Rio Reconquista basin

LABOUR

Parque Suarez industrial park
Railway company
Private investors?

linear park
new & improved housing
local & institutional development
environmental improvements
improved connectivity
OBJECTIVES
urbanize river edges

HOUSEHOLD
RELATIONS

SOCIAL CAPITAL

- housing: lack of security of tenure
- low-quality self-built housing

(based on C. Moser)
POTENTIAL SOLUTION

- cartoneria
- functional and spatial link with Parque
PROCESSES/PROPOSALS
Suarez
natural consolidation of neighbourhoods
- station
nearby
expansion of informal settlements
- existing
network
in formal
city
informalbus
modes
of production
(e.g. cartoneria)
claiming public
space
- municipal
employment
centre

- micro-credit schemes by NGOs to
stimulate small enterprises
- extend bus network into Barrio
Independencia
- extend use of employment centre to
informal residents

OBJECTIVES
- strong
existing community-based
integration into formal city
organizations
(CBOs)
reduce environmental risk

- improve physical living conditions
- capacity building programme
- health training
- literacy programme

self-organization (e.g. CBOs)

- lack of space for educational and health

facilities
HUMAN
preserveCAPITAL
and activate green spaces
- environmental
issues such as pollution, lack
improve access to & inclusion
in the city
source: Rio Reconquista proposal, subsecretary
of
of access
to clean drinking water leading to
urbanism and housing
health issues
- less effective waste collection strategy
PRODUCTIVE
ASSETS

OBJECTIVES
social development
economic competitiveness

EXISTING
OPPORTUNITY
source: presentation by San Martin municipality, San Martin website

local scale

Private

OBSTACLE

municipal scale

asset
vulnerability assessment
ASSET VULNERABILITY FRAMEWORK

reduce vulnerability/poverty
source: presentation by San Martin municipality, interviews local
residents, analysis

- ongoing process of legalization
- possibility for densification

- stimulate home-based enterprises
- allow for extension of houses to include
small businesses or rental opportuniities
- provide security of tenure incrementally

- lack of space to allow for extended family
support networks

- strong family ties within the community

- provide spatial opportunities to increase
reliance on extended family support
networks (e.g. extended patios or
semi-public space)

- lack of funding and space for existing CBOs
- social segregation between Barrio
Independencia and surrounding informal
settlements and between BI and formal city

- strong existing community-based
organizations

- stimulate and capacitate local CBOs
- stimulate integration between different
informal settlements and formal city

requires spatial intervention

INTRODUCTION

PHASE 1 - SPATIAL &&
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

PHASE 2 - COLLECTIVE
VISION & URBAN PACT

PHASE 3 - STRATEGY, ACTION
PLANS, DEMONSTR. PROJECT

PHASE 4 - EVALUATION &
RECOMMENDATIONS
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Benefits: the loss or gain experienced by each actor on account of the results of existing actions or proposals. These gains and losses have
influence on the access to power, to legitimacy and to social relations. The method suggests the weighting of net interests (gains minus
losses) on the basis of these categories: high net gains (++), low net gains (+), neutral interests (0), high net losses (--), low net losses (-)

DETAILED STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS (example)

PHASE 1

source: Cuenya, p87

STAKEHOLDER DEFINITION

EXISTING SITUATION

stakeholder

role

residents BI

direct involvement Rio
Reconquista
project

ACTION REQUIRED?
(high stake, low-medium influence, low
or no legitimacy)

EFFECTS OF PROPOSAL

scale

stake

users

local

high

low

residents 3
de Julio

users

local

high

no

residents 5 de
Noviembre

neighbours

local

medium

medium

Centro de
Madres

CBO

local

high

Miguitas de
Amor

CBO

local

Escuela 33

educational
facility

Sociedad de
Fomento 5
deNoviembre

current
current
influence/power legitimacy

benefits: net
gains/losses

type of
gains/losses

++

physical
social: legitimacy

YES: recognition and inclusion in decision-making
process, capacity building

-

physical (but relocation)
social: legitimacy

YES: recognition and inclusion in decision-making
process, capacity building

high

+

physical (indirect)

medium

high

++

physical
social: legitimacy

YES: recognition and inclusion in decision-making
process, capacity building

high

medium

low

++

physical
social: legitimacy

YES: recognition and inclusion in decision-making
process, capacity building

local

high

medium

high

++

physical: better connectivity
possible extension

CBO

local

medium

medium

medium

+

physical (indirect)

Parque Suarez

private
company

external

high

high

high

++

physical
social: improved neighbourhood
image and security

private party

land owner
lagoon area

external

high

high

high

--

attention drawn to illegal filling
up of lagoon: development of
site impossible

low?

--?

legalization of land
occupation

low
no

(no recognition
by municipality)

unknown private
land owner
MAIN
CONSIDERATIONS
party
BI area

external?

• CEAMSE
role

high
high
++
high
stakeholders
in need
of recognition,
empowerment
and inclusion
in
medium
high
++
municipal
high
(in terms of political
authority)
decision-making:

Martin
• San
stake
municipality

?
MAINhighCONCLUSION

external

implementation
maintenance

de
diagnosis
• Universidad
current
influence
Buenos
Aires

financial: waste treatment
process improved

low

medium

high

0

COVELIA

municipal

low

medium

high

+

financial: extension
client base

ASHIRA

municipal

low

medium

high

+

financial: extension
client base

low

medium

high

+

social: implementation
ProHuerta programme

maintenance
• (waste)
current legitimacy
maintenance
• (waste)
expected benefits/gains

• residents 3 de Julio
• Centro de Madres

POWER

LEGITIMACY

INTA

implementation

national

ABSA
(water&sanitation)

implementation

provincial

low

medium

high

+

financial: extension
client base

provincial

low

medium

high

+

financial: extension
client
base 3 - STRATEGY, ACTION
PHASE

• (agriculture)
actions required
Pro Huerta

AySA
implementation
(water&sanitation)
INTRODUCTION
UNIREC

implementation

• Miguitas de Amor

PHASE 1 - SPATIAL &&
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS
provincial

low

high

PHASE 2 - COLLECTIVE
VISION & URBAN PACT
high

+

STAKE

political: stronger role for
local government, gain
popularity and support

external

• residents Barrio Independencia

POSSIBLY: inclusion into decision-making process

source: own elaboration of Chevalier, 2004, in
source: own elaboration of Chevalier, 2004, in Cuenya, 2006 and UN Habitat ParticiCuenya,
2006
andNairobi,
UN-Habitat
Par ticipatory Urban
patory Urban Decision
Making Toolkit,
2001
Toolkit 2001

PLANS, DEMONSTR. PROJECT

financial: money made available

PHASE 4 - EVALUATION &
RECOMMENDATIONS
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ASSET VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT

BASED ON C. MOSER, 1998
(based on C. Moser)

ASSET VULNERABILITY FRAMEWORK
ASSET

OBSTACLE

EXISTING OPPORTUNITY

PHASE 1

POTENTIAL SOLUTION

HUMAN CAPITAL
health, education
and skills
contributing to the
ability to work

- lack of space for educational and health
facilities
- environmental issues such as pollution, lack
of access to clean drinking water leading to
health issues
- ineffective waste collection strategy

- strong existing community-based
organizations (CBOs)

- improve physical living conditions
- capacity building programme
- health training
- literacy programme

LABOUR

- public transportation to formal city limited
to external access points
- lack of access to formal job opportunities

- cartoneria
- functional and spatial link with Parque
Suarez
- station nearby
- existing bus network in formal city
- municipal employment centre

- micro-credit schemes by NGOs to
stimulate small enterprises
- extend bus network into Barrio
Independencia
- extend use of employment centre to
informal residents

- ongoing process of legalization
- possibility for densification

- stimulate home-based enterprises
- allow for extension of houses to include
small businesses or rental opportuniities
- provide security of tenure incrementally

- lack of space to allow for extended family
support networks

- strong family ties within the community

- provide spatial opportunities to increase
reliance on extended family support
networks (e.g. extended patios or
semi-public space)

- lack of funding and space for existing CBOs
- social segregation between Barrio
Independencia and surrounding informal
settlements and between BI and formal city

- strong existing community-based
organizations

- stimulate and capacitate local CBOs
- stimulate integration between different
informal settlements and formal city

PRODUCTIVE
ASSETS

HOUSEHOLD
RELATIONS

SOCIAL CAPITAL

- housing: lack of security of tenure
- low-quality self-built housing

requires spatial intervention
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COLLECTIVE VISION DEVELOPMENT & STAKEHOLDER COMMITMENT

MAIN OBJECTIVES

OUTPUT

identify and
stakeholders
elaborate
oncapacitate
issues to be
addressed
increase
local ownership
and
commitment
create
consensus
on future
vision
create
a better
understanding of key
1
formalise
commitment
issues
COLLECTIVE VISION

COLLECTIVE VISION
AND URBAN PACT
DIAGNOSIS
spatial analysis
stakeholder analysis

URBAN PACT

1
formulate
strategy to achieve vision
URBAN PACT

Typical Outline of an Urban Pact
1. Preamble
Participants gathered in the present meeting recommend this Urban Pact for approval by the
Municipal Council
- Key events which preceded this meeting (e.g., earlier consultations, decisions)

STRATEGY

2. Mandates
- Recall formal mandates and agreements, going down from international level to local level
(e.g., Agenda 21, Habitat Agenda, national poverty reduction plan, local development plan, local bylaws)

negotiate actions to be taken to
elaborate on
issues to be addressed
implement
strategy
1

3. Fundamental Principles
- Potentials and constraints concerning the development of the city (spatial, social, economic)
- Take note of ongoing initiatives (e.g., investment plans, new policies)
- Express a shared vision on the future (e.g., how do we want our city to be in 2015)
4. Commitment Package
- Specify the measures agreed upon according to thematic categories; this is the largest part of
the Urban Pact (e.g., to undertake a survey; to demonstrate a technology; to revise legislation)
- Specify communication mechanisms (e.g., further mini-consultations; awareness campaign;
relations technical - political officers)
- Propose institutional set-up (e.g., advisory board; working groups)
5. Resources
- List partners commitments to contribute resources (e.g., human, technical, information, financial)
- Describe intention to mobilize resources at different levels e.g. rationalize municipal revenues;
approach to external support agencies.

COLLECTIVE VISION
create consensus
on future
AND URBAN PACT
demonstrate
approach
and vision
increase
PLANS
• spatialised visionthrough
for the future
• negotiated agreement betweenACTION
stakeholders
commitment
demonstration
6. Monitoring and evaluation
Specify timing and modalities for review of agreements (e.g., frequency of review meetings; need
to produce new version of Urban Pact: No.2, No. 3)
7. Approval
Date and signatures of key partners (on behalf of the consultation group)

source: UN Habitat Participatory Urban Decision Making Toolkit, Nairobi, 2001
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• commitments, main goals, priorities and next steps
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VISION - CURRENT SITUATION

PHASE 2
MAIN CONSIDERATIONS
• inaccessible, undefined
and marginal area
• many informal
settlements
• fragmented area: river
and highway as barriers
• limited number of
crossing points
• canals connecting the
urban areas with the
river
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VISION - FLOODZONE (BASED ON 1985 FLOOD)

PHASE 2
MAIN CONSIDERATIONS
• flood zone based on
major flood in 1985
• affecting par ticularly
informal settlements but
also formal urban areas
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VISION -EXISTING RIO RECONQUISTA PROPOSAL

PHASE 2
MAIN CONSIDERATIONS
• intervention area by
provincial government
• does not sufficiently
address local needs
• does not address existing
fragmentation
• does not make use of
potential of landscape
structure
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PHASE 2

VISION - MY PROPOSAL

MAIN CONSIDERATIONS
• extend intervention area
into urban fabric making
use of potential of
existing water structure
(canals)
• open up and integrate
river basin area
• create network of open
spaces from ecological to
urban/productive
• provide facilities on range
of scales including local
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VISION - MY PROPOSAL

PHASE 2
MAIN CONSIDERATIONS
• extend intervention area
into urban fabric making
use of existing water
structure
• open up and integrate
river basin area
• create network of open
spaces from ecological to
urban/productive
• incorporate par t of
military terrain
• provide facilities on range
of scales including local

VISIONARY GOAL
to achieve sustainable development (socially, environmentally and economically), to reach the goal of
the inclusive city and to reduce urban poverty and vulnerability
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PHASE 2

URBAN PACT
• Negotiated agreement between stakeholders
• Commitments, main goals, priorities and next steps
• Interjurisdictional

EXAMPLE URBAN PACT RIO RECONQUISTA PROPOSAL (SUMMARY)
1. Preamble
Participants gathered in the present meeting recommend this Urban Pact for approval by the municipal councils of the Rio Reconquista basin, the
provincial government of Buenos Aires and the national government of Argentina*

1. Preamble

2. Mandates and Existing Visions
The following mandates, agreements and existing strategic visions or proposals are to be considered:
International
• Agenda 21(1992)
• Habitat agenda (1996)
• Millenium Development Goals (2000)
National
• Plan Estratégico Territorial (2008)
Metropolitan
• Lineamientos Estrategicos (2010)
Municipal
• Municipal mandates (e.g. in San Martin: El mandato 2007-2011- by Intendente Ivoskus)
• Municipal strategic visions
Local
• Neighbourhood association pacts or agreements (e.g. the Principal Objectives of the Centro de Madres, Barrio
Independencia)

2. Mandates & Vision

3. Fundamental Principles
Potentials concerning the development of the Rio Reconquista (intermediate) basin:
• spatial-environmental: extensive public transport network; natural landscape structure, improved connectivity due to proposal
middle ring road
• social: strong social awareness, social movements
• economic: high GDP (PWC, 2009)(general for Greater Buenos Aires), industrial and commercial activity (specific for region affected)
• political: support from affected municipalities, the provincial government and neighbourhood associations
Constraints concerning the development of the Rio Reconquista (intermediate) basin:
• spatial-environmental: conflicting spatial demands and interests of different stakeholders (e.g. informal settlement vs. environmental
concerns in river basin area); spatial fragmentation (e.g. high number of gated communities, isolation of informal settlements); road, water
and sanitation infrastructure has not been able to keep up with rapid urban growth (hence, many basic unmet needs); conflicting land uses
(e.g. industrial/residential); environmental risks related to flooding & pollution particularly of degraded river basin areas
• social: high level of social segregation and inequality
• economic: recent economic crises (general); lack of local employment opportunities
• political: recent neoliberal history leading to withdrawal of the state; lack of housing policies addressing low-income housing
provision
Ongoing initiatives and policies
• Rio Reconquista proposal
• Recuperation of river basin areas in Greater Buenos Aires (Lineamientos Estrategicos, 2010)
• Extension of Buen Ayre highway to form middle ring road (currently under construction)
• PROMEBA - project for the upgrading of neighbourhoods
• Lineamientos para un Plan Provincial de Urbanización de Villas y Asentamientos (Provincial government, 2010) (plan for the
upgrading of informal settlements, subprogramme of PROMEBA)
Shared vision on the future
‘To achieve sustainable development (social, environmental and economic), to reach the goal of the inclusive city and to reduce urban
poverty and vulnerability in the Rio Reconquista basin area’

3. Fundamental Principles
4. Commitment Package

4. Commitment Package
Measures agreed upon:
• Formulation of strategy - Steering group
• Formulation of priorities - Steering group
• Forming stakeholder working groups
• Negotation and agreement action plans - Working groups
• Design and implementation of demonstration project - initiated by Steering Group, designed by Working group, implemented
by affected municipality ideally with local population
• Implementation action plans - provincial and municipal authorities, ideally with local population through neighbourhood
associations
• Monitoring and evaluation - Steering Group
• Institutionalisation of approach - national, provincial and municipal government
Institutional set-up
• Steering group - representatives of all stakeholder groups, with special attention to inclusion of women and informal
residents, responsible for overseeing the overall project
• Stakeholder working groups - working groups focusing on specific themes (e.g. housing improvements, flood measures, economic
development, infrastructure)
• Facilitator - neutral person who can mediate between the different stakeholder groups and who can investigate and communicate
spatial solutions for the conflicts and interests at stake, role could be taken on by urban planner or by the university (University of
Buenos Aires, Faculty of Architecture, Design and Urbanism)
• Advisory board - consisting of a variety of experts, academics and politicians not directly involved in the Rio Reconquista proposal
Communication mechanisms
• Community consultations, workshops and awareness campaigns
• Working group meetings (results to be presented to Steering group)
• Steering group meetings (results to be reported back to stakeholder groups represented)
• Planning workshops presided by facilitator in which spatial solutions are discussed with Steering group,
Working groups, and general local stakeholder groups

5. Resources
6. Monitoring and Evaluation
7. Approval

5. Resources
Financial:
Information:
Technical:
Human:
Planning instruments:

National government, Provincial government, Inter-American Development Bank
Metropolitan Foundation, Ministery of Social Development, UNPRE, University of Buenos Aires, individual municipalities
INTA (agriculture), COVELIA, ASHIRA, CEAMSE (waste), ABSA, AySA (water & sanitation), UNIREC (river rectification)
all parties involved
e.g. Transfer of Development Rights, ZEIS designation, incremental legal access to land etc. (see Part C), participatory
budgetting schemes

6. Monitoring and evaluation
This Urban Pact should be revised halfway through Phase 3 in the Participatory Decision-making process, after the ‘Negotiating and Agreeing action
plans’ step. Another revision is required after the ‘Potential revision of programme’ step towards the end of the third phase.
More specific agreements (e.g. on strategy and priorities) need to be revised more regularly throughout the process.
7. Approval
Date and signatures of members of Steering group

89

source: own elaboration of UN Habitat Par ticipatory Urban Decision Making Toolkit, Nairobi, 2001
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PHASE 2

URBAN PACT RIO RECONQUISTA PROPOSAL
• to formalise interjurisdictional commitment (national, provincial,
18 municipal authorities)
• to formalise recognition of informal residents as active
stakeholders

EXAMPLE URBAN PACT RIO RECONQUISTA PROPOSAL (SUMMARY)
1. Preamble
Participants gathered in the present meeting recommend this Urban Pact for approval by the municipal councils of the Rio Reconquista basin, the
provincial government of Buenos Aires and the national government of Argentina*

• to set out institutional set-up (e.g. Steering Group, Working
Groups, Advisory Board, facilitator)

2. Mandates and Existing Visions
The following mandates, agreements and existing strategic visions or proposals are to be considered:
International
• Agenda 21(1992)
• Habitat agenda (1996)
• Millenium Development Goals (2000)
National
• Plan Estratégico Territorial (2008)
Metropolitan
• Lineamientos Estrategicos (2010)
Municipal
• Municipal mandates (e.g. in San Martin: El mandato 2007-2011- by Intendente Ivoskus)
• Municipal strategic visions
Local
• Neighbourhood association pacts or agreements (e.g. the Principal Objectives of the Centro de Madres, Barrio
Independencia)
3. Fundamental Principles
Potentials concerning the development of the Rio Reconquista (intermediate) basin:
• spatial-environmental: extensive public transport network; natural landscape structure, improved connectivity due to proposal
middle ring road
• social: strong social awareness, social movements
• economic: high GDP (PWC, 2009)(general for Greater Buenos Aires), industrial and commercial activity (specific for region affected)
• political: support from affected municipalities, the provincial government and neighbourhood associations
Constraints concerning the development of the Rio Reconquista (intermediate) basin:
• spatial-environmental: conflicting spatial demands and interests of different stakeholders (e.g. informal settlement vs. environmental
concerns in river basin area); spatial fragmentation (e.g. high number of gated communities, isolation of informal settlements); road, water
and sanitation infrastructure has not been able to keep up with rapid urban growth (hence, many basic unmet needs); conflicting land uses
(e.g. industrial/residential); environmental risks related to flooding & pollution particularly of degraded river basin areas
• social: high level of social segregation and inequality
• economic: recent economic crises (general); lack of local employment opportunities
• political: recent neoliberal history leading to withdrawal of the state; lack of housing policies addressing low-income housing
provision
Ongoing initiatives and policies
• Rio Reconquista proposal
• Recuperation of river basin areas in Greater Buenos Aires (Lineamientos Estrategicos, 2010)
• Extension of Buen Ayre highway to form middle ring road (currently under construction)
• PROMEBA - project for the upgrading of neighbourhoods
• Lineamientos para un Plan Provincial de Urbanización de Villas y Asentamientos (Provincial government, 2010) (plan for the
upgrading of informal settlements, subprogramme of PROMEBA)
Shared vision on the future
‘To achieve sustainable development (social, environmental and economic), to reach the goal of the inclusive city and to reduce urban
poverty and vulnerability in the Rio Reconquista basin area’
4. Commitment Package
Measures agreed upon:
• Formulation of strategy - Steering group
• Formulation of priorities - Steering group
• Forming stakeholder working groups
• Negotation and agreement action plans - Working groups
• Design and implementation of demonstration project - initiated by Steering Group, designed by Working group, implemented
by affected municipality ideally with local population
• Implementation action plans - provincial and municipal authorities, ideally with local population through neighbourhood
associations
• Monitoring and evaluation - Steering Group
• Institutionalisation of approach - national, provincial and municipal government
Institutional set-up
• Steering group - representatives of all stakeholder groups, with special attention to inclusion of women and informal
residents, responsible for overseeing the overall project
• Stakeholder working groups - working groups focusing on specific themes (e.g. housing improvements, flood measures, economic
development, infrastructure)
• Facilitator - neutral person who can mediate between the different stakeholder groups and who can investigate and communicate
spatial solutions for the conflicts and interests at stake, role could be taken on by urban planner or by the university (University of
Buenos Aires, Faculty of Architecture, Design and Urbanism)
• Advisory board - consisting of a variety of experts, academics and politicians not directly involved in the Rio Reconquista proposal
Communication mechanisms
• Community consultations, workshops and awareness campaigns
• Working group meetings (results to be presented to Steering group)
• Steering group meetings (results to be reported back to stakeholder groups represented)
• Planning workshops presided by facilitator in which spatial solutions are discussed with Steering group,
Working groups, and general local stakeholder groups
5. Resources
Financial:
Information:
Technical:
Human:
Planning instruments:

National government, Provincial government, Inter-American Development Bank
Metropolitan Foundation, Ministery of Social Development, UNPRE, University of Buenos Aires, individual municipalities
INTA (agriculture), COVELIA, ASHIRA, CEAMSE (waste), ABSA, AySA (water & sanitation), UNIREC (river rectification)
all parties involved
e.g. Transfer of Development Rights, ZEIS designation, incremental legal access to land etc. (see Part C), participatory
budgetting schemes

6. Monitoring and evaluation
This Urban Pact should be revised halfway through Phase 3 in the Participatory Decision-making process, after the ‘Negotiating and Agreeing action
plans’ step. Another revision is required after the ‘Potential revision of programme’ step towards the end of the third phase.
More specific agreements (e.g. on strategy and priorities) need to be revised more regularly throughout the process.
7. Approval
Date and signatures of members of Steering group
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source: own elaboration of UN Habitat Par ticipatory Urban Decision Making Toolkit, Nairobi, 2001
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STRATEGY REGIONAL SCALE - 3 LAYERS

PHASE 3A
MAIN INTENTIONS
• open up river basin area and improve
connectivity

1. GREEN STRUCTURE

• integrate and regularise informal
settlements
• reduce risk of further informalisation
• reduce flood risk
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PHASE 3A

REGIONAL STRATEGY - PROPOSED GREEN STRUCTURE
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PHASE 3A

REGIONAL STRATEGY - PROPOSED GREEN STRUCTURE
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PHASE 3A

REGIONAL STRATEGY- EXISTING SITUATION
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PHASE 3A

REGIONAL STRATEGY - PROPOSED BLUE STRUCTURE
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REGIONAL STRATEGY - PROPOSED BLUE STRUCTURE
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REGIONAL STRATEGY - EXPECTED DENSIFICATION

PHASE 3A
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REGIONAL STRATEGY - PROPOSED URBAN STRUCTURE
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REGIONAL STRATEGY - PROPOSED URBAN STRUCTURE
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PHASE 3A

DETAILED STRATEGY MUNICIPAL SCALE

MAIN INTENTIONS
• public space network & provision of facilities
• improve connectivity river basin area
• reduce flood risk
• integrate and regularise informal settlements
• reduce risk of informalisation
• stimulate economic activity
• allow for densification

local green
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source: author’s own diagram
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IMPRESSION PUBLIC SPACE NETWORK

PHASE 3A

MAIN INTENTION
• green river basin area ties into
existing urban public space
network
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source: Programa de Manejo Urbano Ambiental Sostenible de la Cuenca del Río Reconquista, Subsecretaría de Urbanismo y Vivienda, Ministerio de
Infraestructura, Gobierno de la Provincia de Buenos Aires
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PHASE 3B

ACTION PLANS
MUNICIPAL SCALE STRATEGY

ACTION PLAN
concrete set of actions: what shall be done, by whom, when and with what money

Example Action Plan: regularisation of Barrio Independencia
REGULARISATION

physical regularisation (spatial restructuring, providing basic services and 		
infrastructure, reducing overcrowding and improving poor construction)
legal regularisation (land tenure issues)
socio-economic improvements (education, job opportunities)
PARTICIPATORY URBAN DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

DRINKING
WATER

• provide communal access
points to drinking water M

• improve informal
connections to formal water
supply system to reduce
pollution M

• open drainage channels
mixed with sewage

PHASE 3 - Medium term

PHASE 4 - Long term
• connect all houses to formal
water supply system RR

RR

• retain storm water locally
and slow down run-off
through rain barrels and
cisterns

• improve and extend existing • create rain gardens
open drainage system M
• create tree trenches to
improve drainage along
streets

• clear out creek M

• improve and extend existing • create rain gardens RR
open drainage system M
• relocate 3 de Julio residents RR
• construct new profile of
creek with lowered wetlands
and allotment part RR

L/NF

• degraded canal banks
• houses built close to edge
• open drainage channels
mixed with sewage

• disposal: on paved streets
by municipality; on unpaved
streets by horse-drawn cart
• strip along lagoon claimed
by residents and developed
by municipality
• severe lack of public space
• many streets paved without
adequate drainage or unpaved

• varying quality and
condition

PHASE 1

• improve water drainage
underneath highway RR
• connect to formal (closed)
stormwater drainage system
• reinstate lagoon area RR

• reinstate lagoon area RR

• connection to communal
sewerage system RR

• increase number of local
waste collection points L/NF

• consolidate municipal waste
collection M

• relocate recycling site to
CEAMSE terrain to reduce
local pollution RR

• education on waste disposal

M

• pave streets and alleys (as
indicated by residents) using
porous paving,
• introduce street lighting

• improve and extend existing
open drainage system to
improve quality of streets M

L/NF + M

• construct new public square

• upgrade existing housing
currently below governmental
standard RR
• densification within Barrio
Independencia, construct new
edge along settlement

• construction of new housing
on designated sites within
municipality for relocation 3
de Julio RR
• relocate residents BI within
neighbourhood RR

M+ RR

RR

• create rain gardens RR
• construct new profile of
creek with stepped urban
edge RR

PHASE 1 - Immediate

• slow process of legalization

• increase perceived security
of tenure (de facto) through
official
by
PHASErecognition
1 - Immediate
municipality
• increase perceived security
M tenure (de facto) through
of
official recognition by
municipality

PHASE 2 - Short term

• increase perceived security
of tenure (de facto) through
• no recognition
physical
projects
PHASEimprovement
2 - Short term
Existing
situationof 3 de Julio
by municipality M
• slow process of legalization
• increase perceived security
•designation
area through
as Zone
of
tenure (deoffacto)
of Specialimprovement
Social Interest
to
• no recognition of 3 de Julio
physical
projects
prevent
land speculation
and
by
municipality
M
facilitate development of the
PRELIMINARY
INVESTIGATION
M
area 2
•designation
STAKEHOLDER
RR of area as Zone
of Special Social Interest to
prevent land speculation and
facilitate development of the
area 1
RR
IDENTIFYING STAKEHOLDERS

STEPS

PHASE 3 - Medium term
• provide legal security of
tenure (de juro) through
cooperative
PHASE 3 ownership
- Mediumtoterm
speed up process
M
+ RR legal security of
• provide
• relocation
3 dethrough
Julio
tenure
(de juro)
residents to officially
endorsed
cooperative
ownership
to
housingupdevelopments
speed
process

OUTPUT

M+
+ RR
RR
M

PHASE 4 - Long term
• provide legal security of
tenure (de juro)by means of
individual
PHASE ownership
4 - Long term

M + RR

• provide legal security of
tenure (de juro)by means of
individual ownership

M + RR

[2]

Element

Existing situation
• shortage of space for
educational facilities

Existing situation

• lack of capacity
• shortage of space for
educational facilities

PHASE 1 - Immediate

PHASE 2 - Short term

MOBILIZING
STAKEHOLDERS
• increase training courses at
• expand capacity existing
existing centro de madres

PHASE 1 - Immediate
L/NF

increase
courses at
ISSUE• &
CITYtraining
PROFILING
existing centro de madres

L/NF

school building by adding
PHASE
2 - Short term
second
story

L/NF
• expand capacity existing
school building by adding
second story
• extend bus network to
L/NF
allow for easier physical access
to formal job opportunities

employment
centre only
•• lack
of capacity
• enable employment centre
accessible for formal
use for informal residents M
IDENTIFYING
KEY ISSUES
residents
• stimulate residents’
M
participation in
poor access to
train only
station
• employment
centre
construction
• extend bus network to
•neighbourhood
enable employment
centre
accessible for formal
works
municipality
M M
allow for easier physical access
use
forby
informal
residents
residents
to formal job opportunities
• stimulate residents’
M
participation in
ELABORATING
COLLECTIVE VISION • poor access to train station
neighbourhoodISSUES
construction
works
by municipality
M at
• increase
training courses
• inclusion in workshops and
DEVELOPMENT AND • lack of capacity to
existing centro de madres
consultation events
participate in decision-making
STAKEHOLDER COMMITMENT
L/NF
process
BUILDING
COLLABORATION RR

PHASE 2

AND •FORGING
CONSENSUS
increase training
courses at
• inclusion in workshops and
• lack of capacity to
existing centro de madres
consultation events
participate in decision-making
RR
L/NF
process

• relocate 3 de Julio residents
to housing sites within
municipality RR

PHASE 3 - Medium term
• construct new training
centre and additional
PHASE 3within
- Medium
classroom
Barrioterm
Independencia
•neighbourhood
construct new M
training
centre and additional
classroom
within
Barrio run by
• micro-credit
schemes
Independencia
NGOs and improvement
neighbourhood
spatial conditionsM
to stimulate

PHASE 4 - Long term

PHASE 4 - Long term

[3]

small enterprises RR
construction schemes
of allotment
• micro-credit
run by
garden park
to stimulate
NGOs
and improvement
productivity
of thetoarea
spatial
conditions
stimulate
L/NF + M
small enterprises RR
• construction of allotment
garden park to stimulate
productivity of the area

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•
• •

COLLECTIVE VISION
+ URBAN PACT

•

DEVELOPING COLLECTIVE VISION 1

•
•

FORMALIZING COMMITMENTS

PHASE 3

FORMULATING STRATEGY

1

STRATEGY FORMULATION
AND IMPLEMENTATION

•
STRATEGY
• •

FORMULATING PRIORITIES
FORMING STAKEHOLDERS
WORKING GROUPS

EX-ANTE EVALUATION

PHASE 4

PHASE 2 - COLLECTIVE
VISION & URBAN PACT

MONITORING, EVALUATION AND
CONSOLIDATION

MONITORING AND EVALUATION

PHASE 3 - STRATEGY, ACTION
PLANS, DEMONSTR. PROJECT

UPSCALING AND REPLICATION

INSTITUTIONALIZATION

•
•

ACTION PLANS
•

3

DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING
DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
POTENTIAL REVISION
OF PROGRAMME

A

1

NEGOTIATING AND AGREEING
ACTION PLANS

IMPLEMENTING ACTION PLANS

PHASE 1 - SPATIAL &
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

•

L/NF + M

3

•

B

•
•

DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
•

INTEGRATING PROJECTS INTO
GOV. RESOLUTIONS AND BUDGETS

INTRODUCTION

•

•

M + RR

DIAGNOSIS
Element

GOOD GO
PRINCIPLES

•

• relocation 3 de Julio
residents to officially endorsed
housing developments

CAPACITATING STAKEHOLDERS 1

• improve water drainage
underneath highway RR

• open discharge

• collection: waste baskets
along street and containers
along creek

Element
PHASE

PREPARATORY AND
MOBILIZATION

• bought from shops

• capacity reduced through
rubbish and stolen cars

[1]

CAPACITYCAPACITY
ACCESS TO
ACCESS
JOB TO
EDUCATION
JOB
EDUCATION
BUILDINGBUILDING
OPPORTUNITIES
OPPORTUNITIES

SEWAGE
RUBBISH
GENERAL
PUBLIC
SPACE
HOUSING

L/NF

Existing situation

SUSTAINABILITY

PHASE 2 - Short term

• extend water tank system

• illegal tapping of formal
water supply

SECURITYSECURITY
OF TENURE
OF TENURE

PHASE 1 - Immediate

• some water tanks

(CANAL)
FLOOD
WATER

Element

MAIN INTENTIONS
• public space network & provision
of facilities
• improve connectivity river basin
area
• reduce flood risk
• facilitate integration formal-		
informal
• reduce risk of informalisation
• regularise informal settlements
• stimulate economic activity
• allow for densification

Existing situation

STORM
WATER

Element

EFFICIENCY

(Calderon, 2006)

EQUITY

[2]
[3]

SUBSIDIARITY

[1]

•

C
EVALUATION AND

•

RECOMMENDATION
PHASE 4 - EVALUATION
& •
•
REPORT
RECOMMENDATIONS
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-with recommendations for upscaling and replic

• •

•

• bought from shops

STORM
WATER

ACTION PLAN BARRIO INDEPENDENCIA
• open drainage channels

• retain storm water locally
and slow down run-off
through rain barrels and
cisterns

with sewage
EXAMPLE PHYSICALmixedREGULARISATION

HOUSING
RUBBISH

GENERAL
SEWAGE
PUBLIC
SPACE

(CANAL)
RUBBISH
FLOOD
WATER

SEWAGE
STORM
WATER

(CANAL)
DRINKING
FLOOD
WATER
WATER

Element

MAIN INTENTIONS

Existing situation
some water
tanksthrough
•• capacity
reduced
rubbish and stolen cars
• illegal tapping of formal
supplycanal banks
•water
degraded

L/NF
PHASE 1 - Immediate

extend
•• clear
outwater
creektank
M system

L/NF

• provide communal access
points to drinking water M

• open drainage channels
mixed with sewage
• open drainage channels
sewage
•mixed
openwith
discharge

improve and
informal
•• improve
extend existing
connections
formal water
open drainagetosystem
M
supply system to reduce
pollution M

PHASE 3B

RR

• improve water drainage
underneath highway RR
• connect to formal (closed)
stormwater drainage system
• reinstate lagoon area RR

PHASE 3 - Medium term

PHASE 4 - Long term

• create rain gardens RR
• relocate 3 de Julio residents RR
• construct new profile of
creek with lowered wetlands
and allotment part RR

•• connect
houses
to formal
improve all
water
drainage
water
supply
system
underneath highway RR

RR

• reinstate lagoon area RR

• retain storm water locally
and slow down run-off
through rain barrels and
cisterns

•• connection
communal
improve andtoextend
existing • create rain gardens
sewerage
system
RR M
open drainage
system
• create tree trenches to
improve drainage along
streets

•• collection:
waste baskets
capacity reduced
through
along
street
containers
rubbish
and and
stolen
cars
along creek

• increase
of local
clear outnumber
creek M
waste collection points L/NF

• degraded canal banks
• disposal: on paved streets
by
municipality;
on unpaved
• houses
built close
to edge
streets by horse-drawn cart

• education on waste disposal

• consolidate
waste • create rain gardens RR
•• relocate
site to
improve recycling
water drainage
improve andmunicipal
extend existing
collection
terrain
to reduce
underneath
highway
open drainage
• relocate 3 de Julio residents RR CEAMSE
M system M
RR
local pollution RR
• construct new profile of
• reinstate lagoon area RR
creek with lowered wetlands
and allotment part RR

L/NF

•• strip
lagoon
claimed
openalong
drainage
channels
by
residents
and
developed
mixed with sewage
by municipality
•• severe
lack of public space
open discharge
• many streets paved without
adequate drainage or unpaved
• collection: waste baskets
along street and containers
along creek
• varying quality and
condition
• disposal: on paved streets

M

increase assets & reduce vulnerability
• strip along lagoon claimed
by residents and developed

by municipality
facilitate integration into formal
city

• severe lack of public space
• many streets paved without
adequate drainage or unpaved

PHASE 1 - SPATIAL &
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

RR

• pave streets and alleys (as
indicated by residents) using
porous paving,
• introduce street lighting

connection
communal
••improve
andto
extend
existing
sewerage
system
RR to
open
drainage
system
improve quality of streets M

L/NF + M

• construct new public square

• upgrade existing housing
• increase number of local
currently below governmental
waste collection points L/NF
standard RR
• densification within Barrio
• education on waste disposal
Independencia, construct new
M
edge along settlement

•• construction
of new housing
consolidate municipal
waste
on
designated
sites
within
collection M
municipality for relocation 3
de Julio RR
• relocate residents BI within
neighbourhood RR

• relocate 3 de Julio residents
to housing sites within
municipality RR

• pave streets and alleys (as
indicated by residents) using
porous paving,
• introduce street lighting

• improve and extend existing
open drainage system to
improve quality of streets M

• create rain gardens RR

L/NF + M

• construct new public square

M+ RR

RR

streets by horse-drawn cart

GENERAL
PUBLIC
SPACE

PHASE 2 - Short term

bought built
fromclose
shopsto edge
•• houses

municipality; on unpaved
improve local living conditionsbyincrementally

INTRODUCTION

• improve and extend existing • create rain gardens
open drainage system M
• create tree trenches to
improve drainage along
streets

• improve water drainage
underneath highway RR
• connect to formal (closed)
stormwater drainage system
• reinstate lagoon area RR

• create rain gardens RR
• construct new profile of
creek with stepped urban
edge RR
• relocate recycling site to
CEAMSE terrain to reduce
local pollution RR
RESPONSIBLE
ACTORS

L/NF - local/non-formal
M - municipal

M+ RR

• construct new profile of
creek with stepped urban
edge RR

PHASEhousing
2 - COLLECTIVE
PHASE
3 - STRATEGY,
• relocate 3ACTION
de Julio residents
• upgrade existing
• construction of new
housing
VISION
& URBAN PACT
PLANS, DEMONSTR.
to housing PROJECT
sites within
currently below
governmental
on designated sites within

RR - Rio Reconquista
(provincial)

PHASE 4 - EVALUATION &
RECOMMENDATIONS
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DEMONSTRATION PROJECT: LOCAL URBAN DESIGN

PHASE 3C

DEMONSTRATION PROJECT: small-scale project to demonstrate how a par ticular type of problem can be addressed in a 		
					
par ticipatory way.

URBAN DESIGN SETTLEMENT

DETAIL 1: NEW URBAN SQUARE

DETAIL 2: FLOOD MEASURES

1

PREPARATORY AND STAKEHOLDER
MOBILIZATION

OUTPUT

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION 2

•

1

•

IDENTIFYING STAKEHOLDERS

DIAGNOSIS

•

•

MOBILIZING STAKEHOLDERS

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

IDENTIFYING KEY ISSUES

COLLECTIVE VISION
DEVELOPMENT AND
STAKEHOLDER COMMITMENT

0
source: author’s own diagram

0

0

250m

250m

250m

•
•

CAPACITATING STAKEHOLDERS 1

ISSUE & CITY PROFILING

PHASE 2

ELABORATING ISSUES
BUILDING COLLABORATION
AND FORGING CONSENSUS

• •

COLLECTIVE VISION
+ URBAN PACT

•

DEVELOPING COLLECTIVE VISION 1

•

source: author’s own diagrams

source: author’s own diagram

•

FORMALIZING COMMITMENTS

PHASE 3

EFFICIENCY

SUSTAINABILITY

STEPS

EQUITY

PHASE
PHASE 1

GOOD GO
PRINCIPLES
SUBSIDIARITY

PARTICIPATORY URBAN DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

2

FORMULATING STRATEGY

1

STRATEGY FORMULATION
AND IMPLEMENTATION

•
STRATEGY
• •

FORMULATING PRIORITIES
FORMING STAKEHOLDERS
WORKING GROUPS
NEGOTIATING AND AGREEING
ACTION PLANS
EX-ANTE EVALUATION

•

1

•

ACTION PLANS
•

3

•
•

DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING
DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
POTENTIAL REVISION
OF PROGRAMME

3

•

DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
•

INTEGRATING PROJECTS INTO
GOV. RESOLUTIONS AND BUDGETS

•

IMPLEMENTING ACTION PLANS

PHASE 4

MONITORING, EVALUATION AND
CONSOLIDATION

INTRODUCTION

PHASE 1 - SPATIAL &
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

PHASE 2 - COLLECTIVE
VISION & URBAN PACT

MONITORING AND EVALUATION

UPSCALING AND REPLICATION

PHASE 3 - STRATEGY, ACTION
PLANS, DEMONSTR. PROJECT
INSTITUTIONALIZATION

•
EVALUATION AND
RECOMMENDATION
•
•
REPORT

PHASE 4 - EVALUATION &
RECOMMENDATIONS

-with recommendations for upscaling and replic
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• •

•

DEMONSTRATION PROJECT: URBAN DESIGN
RECAP MAIN PROBLEMS

PHASE 3C

EXISTING SITUATION

• flooding
• lack of public space
• social segregation and spatial fragmentation
• pollution
• lack of space for existing social and educational facilities
• high density, poor internal structure within blocks

informal housing
formal housing
lagoon
industrial/transpor t
canal
social function
commercial function

map of routes and alleys in need
of paving drawn by local resident

INTRODUCTION

PHASE 1 - SPATIAL &
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

0
0

250m

PHASE 2 - COLLECTIVE
VISION & URBAN PACT

source: author’s own diagram

250m

PHASE 3 - STRATEGY, ACTION
PLANS, DEMONSTR. PROJECT

0

250m

PHASE 4 - EVALUATION &
RECOMMENDATIONS
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DEMONSTRATION PROJECT: URBAN DESIGN

PHASE 3C

PROPOSAL

CONCEPT

commercial ax

is

social axis

entrance to
river basin park
area

source: author’s own diagram
informal housing

MAIN INTENTIONS
• establish two main routes
• provide facilities & public space
• facilitate integration formal-informal
• create conditions for consolidation of the settlement
• improving flooding issues
• increase productivity
• provide entrance to river basin area
• local participation
INTRODUCTION

PHASE 1 - SPATIAL &
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

formal housing
lagoon
canal
social function
commercial function
industrial/transpor t
public space
allotment park

source: author’s own diagram

0
0

PHASE 2 - COLLECTIVE
VISION & URBAN PACT

250m
250m

PHASE 3 - STRATEGY, ACTION
PLANS, DEMONSTR. PROJECT

0

250m
PHASE 4 - EVALUATION &
RECOMMENDATIONS
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PHASE 3C

DEMONSTRATION PROJECT: URBAN DESIGN
NEW SOCIAL ROUTE WITH SQUARE

New social route between school and community centre
Square on meeting point between social and (existing) commercial route,
between formal and informal
Space for expansion existing social facilities

TO BE ELABORATED UPON LATER IN
PRESENTATION
INTRODUCTION

PHASE 1 - SPATIAL &
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

PHASE 2 - COLLECTIVE
VISION & URBAN PACT

PHASE 3 - STRATEGY, ACTION
PLANS, DEMONSTR. PROJECT

PHASE 4 - EVALUATION &
RECOMMENDATIONS
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PHASE 3C

DEMONSTRATION PROJECT: URBAN DESIGN
NEW CANAL PROFILE WITH ALLOTMENTS

Reduce flood risk through improved profile
Cleaning of water through constructed wetlands system
Increase productivity through allotment gardens (ProHuer ta programme)
Improved public space along canal

Relocation 3 de Julio required
INTRODUCTION

PHASE 1 - SPATIAL &
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

PHASE 2 - COLLECTIVE
VISION & URBAN PACT

TO BE ELABORATED UPON LATER IN
PRESENTATION

PHASE 3 - STRATEGY, ACTION
PLANS, DEMONSTR. PROJECT

PHASE 4 - EVALUATION &
RECOMMENDATIONS
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DEMONSTRATION PROJECT: URBAN DESIGN

PHASE 3C

NEW URBAN PARK AND ENTRANCE

Provide public space facilities on municipal scale
Entrance to larger river basin metropolitan park
New shared library for formal and informal residents
Near station
INTRODUCTION

PHASE 1 - SPATIAL &
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

PHASE 2 - COLLECTIVE
VISION & URBAN PACT

PHASE 3 - STRATEGY, ACTION
PLANS, DEMONSTR. PROJECT

PHASE 4 - EVALUATION &
RECOMMENDATIONS
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DEMONSTRATION PROJECT: URBAN DESIGN

PHASE 3C

NEW EDGE TO SETTLEMENT

Housing for relocation within community
Prevent fur ther informalisation towards lagoon
Provide more space for social facilities

INTRODUCTION

PHASE 1 - SPATIAL &
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

PHASE 2 - COLLECTIVE
VISION & URBAN PACT

PHASE 3 - STRATEGY, ACTION
PLANS, DEMONSTR. PROJECT

PHASE 4 - EVALUATION &
RECOMMENDATIONS
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DEMONSTRATION PROJECT: URBAN DESIGN

PHASE 3C

NEW/IMPROVED ROUTES THROUGH SETTLEMENT

Improved connectivity with formal neighbourhood
Improved accessibility within Barrio Independencia
Improved access to area across canal
Introduction of paving, lighting, stormwater drainage based on residents' own indication of needs

INTRODUCTION

PHASE 1 - SPATIAL &
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

PHASE 2 - COLLECTIVE
VISION & URBAN PACT

PHASE 3 - STRATEGY, ACTION
PLANS, DEMONSTR. PROJECT

PHASE 4 - EVALUATION &
RECOMMENDATIONS
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DEMONSTRATION PROJECT: NEW SQUARE

PHASE 3C

social axis

commercial axis

EXISTING SITUATION

existing school

CONCEPT

1.
INFORMAL

CONTEXT

FORMAL

comme

rcial rou

te

INFORMAL

INFORMAL

existing community centre
INTRODUCTION

PHASE 1 - SPATIAL &
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

PHASE 2 - COLLECTIVE
VISION & URBAN PACT

source: Subsecretary of Housing and Urbanism, 2010

PHASE 3 - STRATEGY, ACTION
PLANS, DEMONSTR. PROJECT

PHASE 4 - EVALUATION &
RECOMMENDATIONS
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DEMONSTRATION PROJECT: NEW SQUARE

PHASE 3C

social axis

commercial axis

EXISTING SITUATION - SKETCH

CONCEPT

existing school

2.
INFORMAL
FORMAL

commercial rout

e

INFORMAL

INFORMAL

source: author’s own diagram

existing community centre
INTRODUCTION

PHASE 1 - SPATIAL &
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

PHASE 2 - COLLECTIVE
VISION & URBAN PACT

PHASE 3 - STRATEGY, ACTION
PLANS, DEMONSTR. PROJECT

PHASE 4 - EVALUATION &
RECOMMENDATIONS
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DEMONSTRATION PROJECT: NEW SQUARE

PHASE 3C

social axis

commercial axis

PROPOSED CONCEPT

CONCEPT

3.

existing school

NEW SCHOOL
BUILDING

INFORMAL
FORMAL

commercial rout

INTRODUCTION
SOCIAL FACILITY INTO
EXISTING BUILDING
e

INFORMAL

source: still from video by Berlage Studio, 2010

INFORMAL
existing community centre
source: author’s own diagram
INTRODUCTION

PHASE 1 - SPATIAL &
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

PHASE 2 - COLLECTIVE
VISION & URBAN PACT

PHASE 3 - STRATEGY, ACTION
PLANS, DEMONSTR. PROJECT

PHASE 4 - EVALUATION &
RECOMMENDATIONS
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PHASE 3C

DEMONSTRATION PROJECT: NEW SQUARE
MAIN INTENTIONS

• mark intersection social/
commercial route and formal/
informal
• providing facilities on local scale
• transformation existing building
into social landmark
• facilitating integration formal/
informal
• providing conditions for
consolidation of settlement

new extension of
existing school

tree-lined ‘social’
route

extension of steps

extension
community
centre in
existing building
informal housing
formal housing

RELOCATION REQUIRED
• 18-20 families
• relocated within neighbourhood

possible densification
green open space
shared space
stormwater drainage
social function

source: author’s own diagram

INTRODUCTION

PHASE 1 - SPATIAL &
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

PHASE 2 - COLLECTIVE
VISION & URBAN PACT

PHASE 3 - STRATEGY, ACTION
PLANS, DEMONSTR. PROJECT

PHASE 4 - EVALUATION &
RECOMMENDATIONS
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DEMONSTRATION PROJECT: NEW SQUARE

PHASE 3C

north

EXISTING
SITUATION
INTRODUCTION

PROPOSED BIRD\S-EYE VIEW OF THE SQUARE
PHASE 1 - SPATIAL &
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

PHASE 2 - COLLECTIVE
VISION & URBAN PACT

PHASE 3 - STRATEGY, ACTION
PLANS, DEMONSTR. PROJECT

source: author’s own diagram

PHASE 4 - EVALUATION &
RECOMMENDATIONS
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DEMONSTRATION PROJECT: NEW SQUARE

PHASE 3C
[2]
[3]

[1]

[1] PROPOSED VIEW TOWARDS NEW COMMUNITY BUILDING

[2] PROPOSED VIEW ALONG SOCIAL ROUTE
INTRODUCTION

PHASE 1 - SPATIAL &
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

[3] PROPOSED VIEW FROM SCHOOL TOWARDS SQUARE
PHASE 2 - COLLECTIVE
VISION & URBAN PACT

PHASE 3 - STRATEGY, ACTION
PLANS, DEMONSTR. PROJECT

PHASE 4 - EVALUATION &
RECOMMENDATIONS
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ROLE OF DESIGN IN PLANNING PROCESS
ROLE OF DESIGN ITSELF

PHASE 3C

PARTICIPATORY PROCESS &
URBAN
PACT
PARTICIPATORY URBAN DECISION-MAKING PROCESS
PHASE

1

PHASE 1

PREPARATORY AND STAKEHOLDER
MOBILIZATION

STEPS

EXAMPLE URBAN PACT RIO RECONQUISTA PROPOSAL (SUMMARY)

OUTPUT

1. Preamble
Participants gathered in the present meeting recommend this Urban Pact for approval by the municipal councils of the Rio Reconquista basin, the
provincial government of Buenos Aires and the national government of Argentina*
2. Mandates and Existing Visions
The following mandates, agreements and existing strategic visions or proposals are to be considered:
International
• Agenda 21(1992)
• Habitat agenda (1996)
• Millenium Development Goals (2000)
National
• Plan Estratégico Territorial (2008)
Metropolitan
• Lineamientos Estrategicos (2010)
Municipal
• Municipal mandates (e.g. in San Martin: El mandato 2007-2011- by Intendente Ivoskus)
• Municipal strategic visions
Local
• Neighbourhood association pacts or agreements (e.g. the Principal Objectives of the Centro de Madres, Barrio
Independencia)

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION 2

IDENTIFYING STAKEHOLDERS

1

DIAGNOSIS
CAPACITATING STAKEHOLDERS 1

MOBILIZING STAKEHOLDERS

3. Fundamental Principles
Potentials concerning the development of the Rio Reconquista (intermediate) basin:
• spatial-environmental: extensive public transport network; natural landscape structure, improved connectivity due to proposal
middle ring road
• social: strong social awareness, social movements
• economic: high GDP (PWC, 2009)(general for Greater Buenos Aires), industrial and commercial activity (specific for region affected)
• political: support from affected municipalities, the provincial government and neighbourhood associations
Constraints concerning the development of the Rio Reconquista (intermediate) basin:
• spatial-environmental: conflicting spatial demands and interests of different stakeholders (e.g. informal settlement vs. environmental
concerns in river basin area); spatial fragmentation (e.g. high number of gated communities, isolation of informal settlements); road, water
and sanitation infrastructure has not been able to keep up with rapid urban growth (hence, many basic unmet needs); conflicting land uses
(e.g. industrial/residential); environmental risks related to flooding & pollution particularly of degraded river basin areas
• social: high level of social segregation and inequality
• economic: recent economic crises (general); lack of local employment opportunities
• political: recent neoliberal history leading to withdrawal of the state; lack of housing policies addressing low-income housing
provision
Ongoing initiatives and policies
• Rio Reconquista proposal
• Recuperation of river basin areas in Greater Buenos Aires (Lineamientos Estrategicos, 2010)
• Extension of Buen Ayre highway to form middle ring road (currently under construction)
• PROMEBA - project for the upgrading of neighbourhoods
• Lineamientos para un Plan Provincial de Urbanización de Villas y Asentamientos (Provincial government, 2010) (plan for the
upgrading of informal settlements, subprogramme of PROMEBA)
Shared vision on the future
‘To achieve sustainable development (social, environmental and economic), to reach the goal of the inclusive city and to reduce urban
poverty and vulnerability in the Rio Reconquista basin area’

ISSUE & CITY PROFILING

IDENTIFYING KEY ISSUES

2

PHASE 2

COLLECTIVE VISION
DEVELOPMENT AND
STAKEHOLDER COMMITMENT

ELABORATING ISSUES
BUILDING COLLABORATION
AND FORGING CONSENSUS

COLLECTIVE VISION
+ URBAN PACT

DEVELOPING COLLECTIVE VISION 1

FORMALIZING COMMITMENTS

3

PHASE 3

FORMULATING STRATEGY

1

STRATEGY FORMULATION
AND IMPLEMENTATION

4. Commitment Package
Measures agreed upon:
• Formulation of strategy - Steering group
• Formulation of priorities - Steering group
• Forming stakeholder working groups
• Negotation and agreement action plans - Working groups
• Design and implementation of demonstration project - initiated by Steering Group, designed by Working group, implemented
by affected municipality ideally with local population
• Implementation action plans - provincial and municipal authorities, ideally with local population through neighbourhood
associations
• Monitoring and evaluation - Steering Group
• Institutionalisation of approach - national, provincial and municipal government
Institutional set-up
• Steering group - representatives of all stakeholder groups, with special attention to inclusion of women and informal
residents, responsible for overseeing the overall project
• Stakeholder working groups - working groups focusing on specific themes (e.g. housing improvements, flood measures, economic
development, infrastructure)
• Facilitator - neutral person who can mediate between the different stakeholder groups and who can investigate and communicate
spatial solutions for the conflicts and interests at stake, role could be taken on by urban planner or by the university (University of
Buenos Aires, Faculty of Architecture, Design and Urbanism)
• Advisory board - consisting of a variety of experts, academics and politicians not directly involved in the Rio Reconquista proposal
Communication mechanisms
• Community consultations, workshops and awareness campaigns
• Working group meetings (results to be presented to Steering group)
• Steering group meetings (results to be reported back to stakeholder groups represented)
• Planning workshops presided by facilitator in which spatial solutions are discussed with Steering group,
Working groups, and general local stakeholder groups

STRATEGY

FORMULATING PRIORITIES
FORMING STAKEHOLDERS
WORKING GROUPS

1

NEGOTIATING AND AGREEING
ACTION PLANS
EX-ANTE EVALUATION

ACTION PLANS
3

DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING
DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
POTENTIAL REVISION
OF PROGRAMME

3

DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

INTEGRATING PROJECTS INTO
GOV. RESOLUTIONS AND BUDGETS

5. Resources
Financial:
Information:
Technical:
Human:
Planning instruments:

IMPLEMENTING ACTION PLANS

4

PHASE 4

MONITORING, EVALUATION AND
CONSOLIDATION

MONITORING AND EVALUATION

UPSCALING AND REPLICATION

6. Monitoring and evaluation
This Urban Pact should be revised halfway through Phase 3 in the Participatory Decision-making process, after the ‘Negotiating and Agreeing action
plans’ step. Another revision is required after the ‘Potential revision of programme’ step towards the end of the third phase.
More specific agreements (e.g. on strategy and priorities) need to be revised more regularly throughout the process.

EVALUATION AND
RECOMMENDATION
REPORT

-with recommendations for upscaling and replication

INSTITUTIONALIZATION

• based on talks with local residents,
spatial analysis, consideration of
wider effects
• creating conditions for
consolidation and integration

National government, Provincial government, Inter-American Development Bank
Metropolitan Foundation, Ministery of Social Development, UNPRE, University of Buenos Aires, individual municipalities
INTA (agriculture), COVELIA, ASHIRA, CEAMSE (waste), ABSA, AySA (water & sanitation), UNIREC (river rectification)
all parties involved
e.g. Transfer of Development Rights, ZEIS designation, incremental legal access to land etc. (see Part C), participatory
budgetting schemes

7. Approval
Date and signatures of members of Steering group
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• active par ticipation local
stakeholders required

1

UN Habitat Participatory Urban Decision
Making Toolkit, Nairobi, 2001
own addition

2

urban planning guide BA (2001)

3

Cordoba (2010)

• communication & negotiation tool
• incorporating stakeholders'
demands
• use existing social structures
(e.g. neighbourhood associations)
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DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - FLOOD MEASURES

PHASE 3C

EXISTING SITUATION
• regular flooding (>4x a year)
• heavily polluted, causing health
issues
C1

source: author’s own photograph

C1’’

SECTION C1 - C1’
source: Barrio Independencia Research Group,

EXISTING SITUATION - LOW WATER LEVEL
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DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - FLOOD MEASURES

C1

PHASE 3C

C1’’

SECTION C1 - C1’

EXISTING SITUATION - HIGH WATER LEVEL
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DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - FLOOD MEASURES

PHASE 3C

IMPROVED CANAL PROFILE
• reduce flood risk through increased water capacity
• reduce pollution of water through constructed wetlands
• improve public space
C1

C1’’

• increase productivity through allotment gardens

SECTION C1 - C1’
CANAL

WETLANDS

ALLOTMENTS

RAILWAY TRACKS

PROPOSED PROFILE - LOW WATER LEVEL
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DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - FLOOD MEASURES

C1

PHASE 3C

C1’’

SECTION C1 - C1’

PROPOSED PROFILE - HIGH WATER LEVEL
30% Capacity increase
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DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - FLOOD MEASURES

C1

PHASE 3C

C1’’

SECTION C1 - C1’

PROPOSED PROFILE - VERY HIGH WATER LEVEL
300% Capacity increase
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DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - FLOOD MEASURES

CANAL

WETLANDS

PHASE 3C

ALLOTMENTS

VERTICAL FLOW WETLANDS SYSTEM
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DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - FLOOD MEASURES
DRINKING
WATER

Element

DRINKING
STORM
WATER
WATER
(CANAL)
STORM
FLOOD
WATER
WATER
(CANAL)
SEWAGE
FLOOD
WATER

PHASE 2 - Short term

• extend water tank system

• illegal tapping of formal

• provide communal access

• improve informal
connections to formal water
supply system to reduce
pollution M

• bought from shops

SEWAGE
RUBBISH

PHASE 3C
PHASE 3 - Medium term

PHASE 4 - Long term

• connect all houses to formal
water supply system RR

PHASE 1 - Immediate

PHASE 2 - Short term

• some water tanks

• extend water tank system
• retain storm water locally
L/NF
slow down
run-off
•and
provide
communal
access
throughtorain
barrels
and
points
drinking
water
M
cisterns

• improve informal
• improve and
existing • create rain gardens
connections
to extend
formal water
open drainage
system
supply
system to
reduce M
• create tree
pollution
M trenches to
improve drainage along
streets

• clear out creek M
• retain storm water locally
and slow down run-off
through rain barrels and
cisterns

• improve and extend existing
• improve and extend existing
open drainage system M
open drainage system M
• create tree trenches to
improve drainage along
streets

• clear out creek M

•• improve
andto
extend
existing • create rain gardens RR
connection
communal
open
drainage
system
• relocate 3 de Julio residents RR
sewerage
system
RR M
• construct new profile of
creek with lowered wetlands
and allotment part RR

• improve water drainage
underneath highway RR

• consolidate municipal waste
• connection to communal
collection M
sewerage system RR

• relocate recycling site to
CEAMSE terrain to reduce
local pollution RR

•• illegal
tapping ofchannels
formal
open drainage
water
mixed supply
with sewage

L/NF

• bought from shops
• capacity reduced through
rubbish and stolen cars
• open drainage channels
• degraded
canal banks
mixed
with sewage

L/NF

• houses built close to edge
•• capacity
reduced
through
open drainage
channels
rubbish
and sewage
stolen cars
mixed with
•• degraded
canal banks
open discharge
• houses built close to edge

•• open
discharge
disposal:
on paved streets
by municipality; on unpaved
streets by horse-drawn cart

GENERAL
PUBLIC
RUBBISH
SPACE

L/NF

Existing situation

• collection: waste baskets
•along
openstreet
drainage
channels
and containers
mixed
with sewage
along creek

GENERAL
PUBLIC
HOUSING
SPACE
HOUSING

POROUS PAVEMENTS

PHASE 1 - Immediate

• some water tanks

water supply
to drinking water M
ACTION PLAN:
PHYSICAL points
REGULARISATION

Element

TREE TRENCHES

Existing situation

•• collection:
strip along waste
lagoonbaskets
claimed
along
street and
by residents
and containers
developed
along
creek
by municipality
• severe lack of public space
•• disposal:
on paved
many streets
pavedstreets
without
by
municipality;
on unpaved
adequate
drainage
or unpaved
streets by horse-drawn cart
• strip along lagoon claimed
by residents and developed
by
municipality
• varying
quality and
•condition
severe lack of public space
• many streets paved without
adequate drainage or unpaved

• increase number of local
waste collection points L/NF

PHASE 3 - Medium term
RR

• create rain gardens RR
• create rain gardens RR
• relocate 3 de Julio residents RR
• construct new profile of
creek with lowered wetlands
and allotment part RR

PHASE 4 - Long term
• connect all houses to formal
• improve
water
drainage
water
supply
system
RR
underneath highway RR
• connect to formal (closed)
stormwater drainage system
• reinstate lagoon area RR
• improve water drainage
• improve water drainage
underneath highway RR
underneath highway RR
• connect to formal (closed)
• reinstate lagoon area RR
stormwater drainage system
• reinstate lagoon area RR

• reinstate lagoon area RR

• education on waste disposal

M

• increase number of local
• pave streets and alleys (as
waste collection points L/NF
indicated by residents) using
porous paving,
• education on waste disposal
• introduce street lighting

• consolidate municipal waste
• improve and extend existing
collection M
open drainage
system to
improve quality of streets M

M
L/NF + M

• construct new public square

• upgrade existing housing
currently
belowand
governmental
• pave streets
alleys (as
standard
indicated by
RRresidents) using
• densification
porous
paving, within Barrio
Independencia,
construct
• introduce street
lightingnew
edge along settlement

• construction of new housing
designated
within
•onimprove
and sites
extend
existing
municipality
forsystem
relocation
open
drainage
to 3
de Julio RR
improve
quality of streets M
• relocate residents BI within
•neighbourhood
construct new RR
public square

L/NF + M

M+ RR

• relocate recycling site to
CEAMSE terrain to reduce
local pollution RR

• create rain gardens RR
• construct new profile of
creek with stepped urban
edge RR
• relocate 3 de Julio residents
housing
sites
within RR
•tocreate
rain
gardens
municipality RR
• construct new profile of
creek with stepped urban
edge RR

Existing situation

RR

• upgrade existing housing
currently below governmental
standard RR
• densification within Barrio
Independencia, construct new
edge along settlement

M+ RR

• construction of new housing
on designated sites within
municipality for relocation 3
de Julio RR
• relocate residents BI within
neighbourhood RR

• relocate 3 de Julio residents
to housing sites within
municipality RR

Impression proposed flood reduction interventions
• varying quality and
condition

RR

clean drinking water

local water retention

planting for improved
evapotranspiration

tree trench

PLANTED DRAINAGE
CHANNEL

RAIN GARDEN

planted open drainage channel

porous paving

source: author’s own diagrams

all diagrams: author’s own diagrams based on Watson and Adams, 2011
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PHASE 4

PHASE 4

ALYSIS
AND
LUATION
AND
OBILISATION

N DEVELOPMENT
ER COMMITMENT

LATION
TION INTRODUCTION

implementation

MONITORING, EVALUATION AND CONSOLIDATION
3

DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
(LOCAL DESIGN & KEY PROJECT)

MAIN OBJECTIVES

OUTPUT

identify and capacitate
stakeholders
monitor
evaluate process
and
outcomes
increase local ownership and commitment
investigate possibilities for upscaling
create
a better understanding of key
and
replication
issues
institutionalise process

EVALUATION AND
RECOMMENDATION
DIAGNOSIS
spatial analysis
stakeholder analysis

elaborate on issues to be addressed
create consensus on future vision

1

UN Habitat Participatory Urban Decision
Making Toolkit, Nairobi, 2001
own addition

2

urban planning guide BA (2001)

3

Cordoba (2010)

COLLECTIVE VISION
AND URBAN PACT

1
formalise
commitment

1
formulate
strategy to achieve vision
PHASE
1 - SPATIALto
& be taken toPHASE 2 - COLLECTIVE
negotiate
actions
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS
VISION & URBAN PACT

STRATEGY
PHASE 3 - STRATEGY, ACTION
PLANS, DEMONSTR. PROJECT

PHASE 4 - EVALUATION &&
RECOMMENDATIONS
RECOMMENDATIONS.
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PHASE 4

MONITORING, EVALUATION AND CONSOLIDATION

Post-implementation evaluation (ex post):
Basic Unmet Needs• access to water and sanitation infrastructure
• greywater discharge
• physical condition of housing
• head of household employment and size of household
• any children older than 6 not attending school
Approach-specific indicators
• perceived legitimacy & perceived inclusion by informal residents
• availability and use of public spaces
• productivity of the area
• health
• dependence on external sources		
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PHASE 4

MONITORING, EVALUATION AND CONSOLIDATION

Replicability of approach - within Greater Buenos Aires
						

- within Latin American context

						

- to European context

VILLA 31

VILLA MADRE TERESA

VILLA TRANQUILA

FAVELA CHOCOLATÃO

source: Lada Hrsak, Berlage Studio, 2010

source: author's own photograph

source: author's own photograph

source: author's own photograph

PORTO ALEGRE,
BRAZIL

GREATER BUENOS AIRES
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PHASE 4

MONITORING, EVALUATION AND CONSOLIDATION

Role of the urban planner
- facilitator
- negotiator
- enabler

ARCHITECT WORKING IN VILLA TRANQUILA, BUENOS AIRES, WITH ONE OF THE
LOCAL RESIDENTS
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THANK YOU

